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CHÂFTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study was undartakcn to learn the effects of riding a 
school bus on both the students and their families. The %nriter 
became interested in this study when the school bus from Seeley 
Lake, Montana, delivered students to Missoula County High School 
during one of the worst blissards of the Fall of 1959* This school 
bus route was 76.6 miles long over mountain roads. Other school 
buses carrying students over much shorter routes to the same high 
school did not run that day .
Questions about problems of the long haul and the adjustment 
both the students and their families make to meet these problems kept 
recurring to the writer. In 1960 the writer smde several trips to 
Seeley Lake towns it e and to the surrounding area which lie in moun­
tain country* An effort was made to interview the students who had 
ridden the bus during the year 1959-1960 and their families in order 
to ascertain whether some of the problems which sociologists claim 
for rural families whose children attend consolidated schools actually 
were present* The writer was interested in how both the students 
and their families felt about the adjustments they must make in 
meeting the demands of the school bus schedule and whether there was 
anxiety about the physical risk taken in traveling mountain roads 
during winter months*
The following quostlono were used to focalise the writer's 
Interest In the Seeley lake students:
(1) What problems would conditions of the road during 
the school year present? Do these conditions 
cause anxiety for the parents and present problems 
for the student? What about physical comforts
on such a long ride?
(2) What family adjustment is made concerning meal­
time, rising and bedtime hours? What responsi­
bility does the family expect of the student 
concerning help around the home? How much social 
control is exerted by the family when the student 
is absent for so many hours? If there is a shift 
of social control, does the family resent this?
(3) What degree of participation does the student 
have in extracurricular activities of the school 
when he rides a school bus over such a "long 
haul"? How do parents feel about this degree of 
partIc ipatIon?
(4> Does the student benefit from the larger school?
Are grades maintained at the same level as when 
be attended the rural school? Do dropouts occur 
and is this considered a problem?
(5) Does the health of the students cause concern?
Is there physical strain In riding so many miles 
each day? Do the Informants feel there are more 
advantages than disadvantages in living In a 
rural setting?
Two other communities served by the Seeley Lake school bus 
were studied and used for cooq>aratlve purposes. The community of 
McNamara was 19 miles from Missoula County High School. The Fact- 
Finding Committee of the Seeley Lake Parent Teacher Association 
recommended that students from the community of Greenough be bused 
to Seeley Lake if and when a high school would be established at
3
Seeley Lake. Therefore# Greenough which was 33 mile# from Missoula 
County High School was included.
The people in these three communities had many of the charac­
teristics attributed to rural people. A useful definition of the 
rural community is that of Lowry Nelson. He states:
In general» the term community refers to a group 
of people inhabiting a limited area» who have a 
sense of belonging together and who through their 
organized relationships share and carry on activ­
ities in pursuit of their common Interests. It is 
a * locality group' . . . . The rural community,
as it has come to be defined in the United States, 
is well characterized by Dwight Sanderson as 'that 
form of association maintained between the people 
and their institutions in a local area in which 
they lived on dispersed farmsteads and in a village 
which usually forms the center of their eonmon 
activities*
Obviously this definition applied to farming areas in out­
lying and sparsely-populated areas. However, the same feeling of 
belonging together and of carrying on their activities in pursuit 
of their common interests did apply to the inhabitants of the Seeley 
Lake area. Instead of farming, that is, the tilling of the soil, 
the chief source of livelihood for most of the families in this area 
was the lumber industry. There was some raising of cattle, and 
the tourist trade with the Summer vacationer and the Fall hunter served 
as a source of income.
In many ways the rural and the urban communities of the United
^Lowry Nelson, Rural Sociology (New York: American Book 
Company, 1955), p. 71.
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State# are aimilar* Member# of the two #ub»culture# use a common
language, varied by colloquialism#, may read the same literature,
listen to the same radio programs and have many of the same
aspirations. One of these aspirations held by working and silddle
classes of both sub-cultures concerns the education of the children.
The members of both sub-cultures strive to provide at least a high
school education for their youth,
Americans stress education for all the children of all the
people, Burgess and Locke have the following to say:
The educational system of the United States 
was originally designed for a rural civilisation, 
to teach children In the grades the * three R*s,' 
thus giving them the skills necessary for reading, 
writing and figuring , , • , High School and 
college education was originally designed to 
equip those for teaching, for law, for medicine 
and for the ministry.
Today our conception of education has changed.
High School training Is the privilege of every 
adolescent, .Its objective Is preparation for 
cltlsensbip.
As the population of the United States became more urban, 
so did the schools become more urban. More tax money was avail­
able for schools In areas of concentrated Industry and other 
tax-burdened units of our society.
The rural school began to be the forgotten source of 
transmitting American culture. Most educators have felt that
^Ernest W, Burgess, and Harvey J, Locke, The Family (New 
York: American Book Company, 1953), pp, 668-9,
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the one"room school has little to offer the students» Even the 
small school with less than m hundred pupils and a few teachers 
cannot adequately train the youth for modem American society*
To the public-at" large the educators have sold the idea that the 
consolidated school can do everything better and for less money 
than the small rural school* Lowry Nelson has summarized the 
advantages of the consolidated school* He says:
By enlarging the size of the student body, 
consolidation greatly Increases the variety 
and range of social contacts per pupil*
Specialized services can be made available in 
the consolidated school, such as health, vocational 
guidance, art and music* Extracurricular activities 
can be more varied and Interesting because of the 
larger number of students*^»^
In the year of 1960 when this study was being made, no one 
was arguing against these advantages * Especially was this true 
when a small rural high school was compared with the Missoula 
County High School where the best of buildings and equipment were 
in use* The teachers were well prepared and well trained* In 
many respects Missoula County High School had the characteristics 
of a consolidated school* However, it was not a consolidated
Îtt Cluster 7 it will be shown that this Is not necessarily so
Îtt Chapter 7 it will be shown that the bus rider cannot 
take advantage of these opportunities*
^Lowry Kelson, Rural Socloloîry (New York: American Book 
Company, 1955) pp, 386*87*
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school as the district was county^wide when It was organised* This 
was a high school district only and had trustees elected throughout 
the district, not just within the city limits of Missoula.
However, there was another aspect of this situation. Lowry 
Helson points out the disadvantages to consolidated schools* These 
disadvantages are among the prohlems this study wishes to cover, 
namely:
Being more distant from the rural home, the child 
Is absent from the family for a longer period during 
the day.
Because of the necessity of maintaining bus 
schedules the rural children are denied parti­
cipation in many of the school activities which 
come late In the afternoon or evening. 1
Some parents fear the physical and moral 
risk Involved In the transportation of pupils; 
the bus may be uncomfortably cold.2,3
In 1956 the residents of Seeley Lake banded together in
an attempt to solve the problem of educating the young people of
the community. At that time a school bus to transport the pupils
to Missoula County High School appeared to be the answer. Prior
to 1956 the parents had boarded their children in some town where
^These disadvantages will be discussed In Chapter 7*
Neeley Lake winters come early; snowpacked roads, unplowed 
after a heavy snowfall and with bad curves were a source of worry* 
The large logging trucks which made traffic hazardous, worried 
parents additionally.
3Lowry Kelson, Rural Sociology (New York: American Book 
Company , 1955), p. 387*
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there was a high school* This was an expense which most of the 
families could not hear. Having the children away from home for 
months at a time did not appeal to parents or to younger brothers 
and sisters.
In 1956 the parents obtained the services of a driver for 
all secondary school children. He also agreed to lease his bus 
to Missoula County H i^ School beginning in the fall of that year.
Four years of experience in having to adjust to the demands 
of the school bus schedule were behind the people of Seeley Lake 
in 1960. They realized they had not solved all their problems.
The Parent Teacher Association had created a Fact-Finding Committee 
to assesËble data to be used in influencing the voters of the 
district to vote for a high school at Seeley Lake. For the writer» 
this was an unexpected break. These people were anxious to talk, 
especially to anyone studying the aspects of the school bus route.
To further understand the high school situation at Seeley 
Lake a discussi<m of the community and its resources has been 
included, as well as a discussion of the socio-economic levels 
of the families whose children rode the school bus.
CHAPTER XI 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND INDUSTRY
Seeley Lake, MmAeaa, ae defined In Chapter I, was a rural 
Community whose high school students were transported more than 
76,6 miles to Missoula City High School every school day. To 
adequately understand the problems of the adjustments which are 
made to the demands of the school bus schedule by the students 
who rode the school bas and by their parents, something must be 
known about the communities, their locations, their industries 
and their people. This chapter will be devoted to acquainting 
the reader with the Seeley Lake community and the two communities, 
Greenough and McNamara, used for comparative purposes,
Seeley Lake is a small rural community located on the 
eastern side of Missoula County in western Montana, It is situated 
on the eastern slope of the Swan mountain range, 65 miles from 
the city limits of Missoula, Seeley Lake community lies in the 
heart of a lund)er and recreation area4 The townsite is on the 
shore of Seeley Lake, one of a series of lakes on the Clearwater 
River, On the mountain slopes harvestable forests and wild game 
are abundant, both contributing to the material wealth of the 
community.
The land around Seeley Lake was not opened to homesteaders
8
«« much of Montana^ m prairie lands wera. The federal and state 
governments have retained control of much of the land. Large 
companies such as the Borthem Pacific Railway and the Anaconda 
Copper Mining Coapany have acquired forest lands in this area. A 
few persons bought small holdings in this area In the past; then 
the Oovenaaent closed this lend to private purchase# Many suosaer 
homes have been built around the lakes on leased land. The Govern- 
ment has built a good two-lane, black-topped road through this 
area to assist the lumber companies in getting out the logs#
This road opened up the area for the tourist as well as the fisher­
men and hunter.
Seeley Lake is hardly smre than a "line" village, the high­
way through the town being the one street. In winter snow Is piled 
high and the activity of the little community is centered around 
logging and the lumber business. In the summertime and during 
the hunting season in the fall# the businesses of Seeley Lake are 
busy serving the visitors as well as the local residents.
In 1960 two general stores supplied necessities and some 
small luxuries for the locals and necessities for vacationers.
When power lines were extended into the area the stores installed 
refrigeration so that fresh sweats and vegetables could be available 
to the custcsmrs. In one end of the larger store was the Waited 
States poet office. On the bulletin board in the post office
were displayed letters without staaps or return addresses, post
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cards c a r r y u r g e n t  masaa&a# about changea in plans but no address.
la addition to the at ores them vara tuo filling stations, 
two bars with cafes, a garage, a barber shop, a laundromat, two 
churches and an elementary school. The remains of the stage coach 
station reminded the visitor that access to the community had not 
always been over a good road for autemohlles.
The year-round important industries of getting out the logs 
and sawing the lumber are hazardous, boitering around the townsite 
were men with bandaged arms, hands and legs; yet there was no doctor 
or medical center when this study was made.
The forests provided the biggest number of jobs, *$ost of 
the meea living in the Seeley Lake area worked for one of the two 
saw mills or in getting out the logs. The two mills employed 250 men. 
Since the harvest of lumber mod wood products was under the careful 
supervision of the Baited Stages Forest Service there was reason 
for these men to believe that the forest would continue to yield 
a good harvest and that their job# were «ecure.
The following is taken from a letter written by Charles T.
Cost on. District Ranger, to the Seeley lake Parent Teacher Association:
In 1959, the Forest Service completed a tinder 
m&nageasnt plan for the Missoula ^Working Circle,* 
as the area cooprisod of the Seeley lake, Missoula,
Bonita, Wlo, and Piiuuallo ranger Districts is 
called. This management plan, considering maximum 
utilisation of timber contained in national forest 
timber sales, permits a sustained harvest of 
76,000,000 board feet of smclogs annually, plus 
63,900 cords of other usable wood. Trees with a
11
At treAst height ef eleven lochee ere
t one Wei W  caruwreedt a&terial. î rea tbia laLCer 
clA A elilcA tlo ti coKaee ynlpvoW# pole## poet#
And other product#* Ihi# arbitrary limitâtioa 
doe# not preclude the u#e of emeller mater la 1 
for eau»log purpoaea# with mlllioaa of board 
feet of etude# etc*# being eewed Annually from
timber in the maaller dlametar clasa* Of the
total ml louable cut for the Mleeoula working circle# 
the See lay Lake district provWo# thirty pcrcaut 
of the cord%yood# The Allowable cut here la 
2d#000#000 board fact of aowloga aad 31 #000 cord# 
of other meterial* • • «
To d^e# practically all the timber cut on
the Seeley Lake Ll&trict ha# been foonuiactured 
right here in our own community. The two local 
mill# are keopiug pace with the rest of the 
Meet a m  Montana lieaber induatry In Increaeing 
their output of salable product#*^
Gocroation la another big Induatry in the Secloy Lake area.
Lapecially eince the two*lane# black*topped road ha# boon built
by the Government# use of the oatloaal forest in the Seeley Lake 
area ha# increased beyond all expectation. Tha Forest feivice 
ha# Improved camping site# which# combined with the easy accee# 
to the area# have made it possible for person# with limited mean# 
to enjoy the luKury of the wilderness. As more leisure time become# 
available more and more people will be seeking recreation in the 
forest.
Vharles T. Costofi# letter to Parent Teocher Afl#octatlon olf 
fee ley lake# printed in a pamphlet Vby Kot a Ri th f chool at feelev 
Lake? Published by the Seeley Lake Parent Teacher Association# 
IWbO.
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To show how much ttio rocroot local usa of the forast baa 
locraasad# wo quota agaia from tba letter wrlttac to tba Saaley 
laka Par act Taacher Association by Mr. Charles T. Cost on. District 
llaxuiger of tha Saalay Laka District of tba national foresti
Comparison of tba past tan years shows that
in It̂ SO as estimated 32,2J7 man*days were spout 
la racreatlmal activities within tba District 
boundaries, the rata of use has iucreased 
steadily, and tba total for 1939 shows 119>900 
mao*days." 1
hot all persons i^oing into the wilderacss areas want to get 
completely back to nature, still want so#@ oX the luxuries
of botes. Some want guides to escort them pack trips end packers 
to do tha woxk of setting up and breaking casp. the dude ranchers 
cater to this type of person* Thara are several dude ranches la 
tha Sea lay Laka area. Soma are strictly guest rnuchcs while others 
have cattle for more than just stmospharu. i«owevcr, there are 
ranches which are just cattle ranches.
In this area hay Is the only crop. Ibe soil is too rocky 
for cultivation of crops and the altitude is too high, with frost 
coming early and staying late, so that even kitchen gardens are
not successful.
With the prospect of continued assured employment in the 
community men brought their families with theia into the foeley Lake 
Country instead of arriving alone. A coiasauriity changes in many ways 
with the arrival of %fomen and children. A men ciï)y still be judged
2SL̂
u
by his worth on tb# job or by t W  «mmmt of beer bo can drink hot be 
la alto judged by the way hi# loaily livoa And the a d v e n t g i v e n  
to hie children. The eoclo*economic factor becomes in̂ ;K»rtent when 
the community is two-seamd.
Creetkou^ Is n ghost town on highway No. 20 slxw: 33 miles 
from Missoula, the United States post office has been sieved to m 
store on the highway, the community vos established to fumlsh 
services f w  a ranching and mining population in the cwtrly days, 
dll of the bnsinesses, including the general store# have closed.
The elementary school is still used for an average of nine pupils*
Families living in the community earn their livelihood as 
ranch helpers qk as miners In the barite mine or as workers in the 
barite mill $d&ich is located about 1% miles from the towasite as the 
crow flies.
This community possibly owes its present ghost^town condition 
to the fact that the highway by^passed it. The tavern on highway 
l3o. 20 near the barite mill is the home of one oi the students la 
this study.
McÈlamara is a small commmity of homes. There are no services# 
stores ox churches. The elsmoatary school is d miles away. Most 
of the men ate employed ay the Montane :?ower Coapaay in the operation 
of jatting out logs lor power lino polos. TUo^e were a few families 
whose income was derived from ranching or pensions at the time this 
study was be lag made. Hc:{amara is 19 miles from the South Avenue 
building of the Missoula County high School.
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X le s û ü la  C ouaty f  chvK.1 is l o : a t t i  la  th ?  réunieIpslîty
of Klfiioula which 1® ever ICO yetrs old. TMa city la locotcd 
on the v/cctcm slope oC the ’“oeky howatalns In "/eîtarn Mont ma. 
Also, ft 1» located et the crossroad a of the rost-Ueot aik! Forth* 
South t r a n t '“ o n tin e n tË ’ ! Crrlts*d S t r t e s  h l^ W a y e . Ore o f  tha 
principal »)ctf 1 prodwrîr^ freea of the Tnlted ftr̂ tcr rurrouvkte 
Flesoula.
The t-ony cav rJ.IÎr rnd rç-îatad fndnrtrfer rale î-îsrouïs on 
Industrial center. The city fs fn the heart of ^ood farming nod 
ranching area and Ig; the center for the ^orhetlr& of agricultural 
produce. It In also the medical and cultural ranter of the went a m  
part of the state. The rational hcodquarterr for the United States 
end Montana State Forert Service ore located there. And, of courra, 
Montana State üniverrity la nit noted In Mleomilo.
Mlfsoula la the fourth lardant city in '»iontono and 1# the 
county aeat of Mlcroula rovnty; It has a population of approxi­
mately 41,000 person®. There are pioneer families of wealth and 
there ere families on the other end of the coclo-economic scale, 
with classes of people in all dacrece la between the two extremes.
The three communities %#hlch were served by the Seeley Lake 
school bus In 1960 are rural communities elthoush the mala source 
of income is from the forest and forest products rather than from 
farming. The following chapter will describe the soc 1er economic 
contlmnim of the people whose children rode the school bus tphen 
this study was mede.
cmMHsm 111 
uociŒca^ac a m m m ,
A study ot thm typ# ot eocoouity la wWLch people live helps 
one to undetstj^ad their attitudes about educatioa* A study of the 
socioecoxkomio contlnuue ea which people ere placed oa the coutlauua 
helps to uuderst^md theme attitudes# also*
People livia^ in rural areas ere not as cosceraed that their 
children have a formal educaticm as those tdio live ia urban or sub« 
urban area#.
The low value placed on education by the 
individual or his family as apposed to such 
competing values as potential labor on the 
farm or care of younger children results in 
irregular school attendance end early with­
drawal from scltool»
The data of the socioeconomic aspects relates only to tliose 
f#3ilies whose children rode the scIhwsI bus# The interviewer did 
not ask «piestlons conceming income or job status <kie to fear that 
these inquiries ctigitt tuKve prevented the ioformmits from giving 
true answers to the questions conccmins adjustment to the problems 
presented by tlie scl̂ ool bus#
Some sociologists use the livlcqs r o M  as a basis for placing 
families on a socioeconomic continuum. Indicators of social
^Alvin L. Bertrand, Rurml Yorht TkGraw-Bill
Book Coupatqf# 1)58)* p# 22)#
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etatw# um#d by tbe writer were the type o£ bouae# its vlntsgs # W  
the eomiitioo oi tbe yard erouad tba bousa. Also* tba prasenca of 
blooded stock w m  noted* Inside tba bouse iloorcoverln&* furni­
ture and its condition* musical instruments and type of pictures 
on tba wall were taken into consideration In making an evaluation 
of tba material cultural objects. Tha interviewer tried to learn 
the aaoimt of education of the parents and tha respect the community 
bad for the family. The ease with which the family met tba inter* 
viewer was noted. As no borne in Seeley take area bad a telephone, 
this was not considered. Whether the family received a newspaper 
was not discussed or noted.
Moat sociologists assume that the higher the socio-economic 
status the family holds the more concerned the family is with 
securing at least a high school education for the children. Only 
two families in this case study seemed to be indifferent to the 
education of the children. These two families were low on the 
continuum. The rest of the families in the Seeley Lake area were 
united in their efforts to secure the best education without too 
much sacrifice on the part of the children. They were united in 
a community effort to secure the school bus for the children and 
they were united again In community effort to secure a high school 
for Seeley Lake so that the children would not need to endure the 
hardships of the long haul*
The writer made the evaluation of the socio-economic status
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of eacb family from observât too or from bit* of informât loo taken 
from the interview* with the famille* in Seeley Lake* The famille* 
In tba Seeley Lake area are numbered S 1 through S 10*
family Mo. ^ 1 wa* the top family cs% the continuum. Thle 
family lived near the bl& *aw mill eiĵ ht mile* north of Seeley Lake 
tounsite. The family owned It* home. The eon, who va* the etudent 
at Mi»e<Hila County High School, owned and operated a cattle ranch. 
The family home va* new and modern. Wall-to-wall carpeting 
covered the living room floor. At one aide of the long living room 
va* a big picture window. This va* the only picture window *een 
in Seeley Lake by the interviewer. At the far end of the room va* 
a fireplace with fixture* az&d acceesorle* of brae*. All the 
furniture, including the electric spinet organ and the TV set, va* 
modem, blond in color. Oil painting* were on the wall*. Both 
tha father and mother in thl* family have college degree*. Blooded 
horse* %#ere kept in tha home corral ; car* were kept in the multiple 
unit garage. The family member* were at ease with the interviewer. 
Tha father owned and operated the bigger saw mill. The father, 
also, va* a metier of the Missoula County high School Board of 
Trustees, elected by the Seeley Laka District voters. The community 
accorded thl* family the top place on the continuum. Tba Seeley 
Lake elementary school bad graduated the son at the top of his 
eighth grade class,
lamily No. S 2 was a dude ranch family. Thl# lamlly, too,
13
Missoula County
Key
51 Mill Owner
52 Dude Rancher
53 Chairman of Fact Finding Committee
54 Elementary School teacher 
S3 Trailer by lower mill
86 Old white house
87 New white house
58 Trailer by Gray* s mil
59 Converted school house 
SIO Converted old barn
eley Lake 
Townsite
Missou
Key
Gll Company house by closed store 
G12 Tavern near Greenough 
M13 House on highway No. 20 
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owned Its home# * typical dude ranch "mpread.** the main lodge w e  
tullt of log#. Individual guoftt cabin# eurrounded the oval In 
front of tba main lodge. The main room of the lodge# or tha lobby 
a# #om# called thl# room# wa# very large. At one end of thl# room 
wa# an Immenee fireplace la which a lire was crackling the night 
that the interviewer called, for tha night wa# cold although It 
was still in tha month of August. The fireplace was built with 
native stones# not imported bricks. This room was furnished with 
big lounge## davenports and chair# la the manner of dude ranches 
of this area. Many lanys# both of the floor and table type, were 
placed around the room. Bear and buffalo skin# as well a# hand** 
made Navajo rugs were spread on the floor. Oil paint lags and 
stuffed animal beads decorated the walls. The father and daughter 
were at ease with the interviewer. The father, a high school 
graduate# %ras a genial host. The mother was absent.
The coesmmlty accorded this family the position of "social 
event" leaders within the area. Many comosmity parties were held 
here# with dancing in the large dining room and games played in 
smaller rooms; before the grand fireplace the "oldsters" sat as 
they waited to taka tha younger mombers of the family home. The 
daughter was salutatorian of her eighth grade graduating class.
The father was a member of the Fact-Finding Committee appointed 
ty the Parent Teacher Association to study the facts concerning 
a h l ^  school in Seeley Lake.
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Thm third importëat iaaily tn the comunlty was family Ro. s 3 
la directing the interviewer to this home, the neigblore eald, 'They 
live in the hlg white houae down the road." The mother of this 
family iitaa chairman of the f.T.A. Fact-Finding Committee which wee 
promoting # High School for Seeley Lake. Thla mother bad graduated 
from o small high school in the weetem part of the state. She 
worked in the post office.
The father was a mill worker. The "hi& white boose" was a 
two-story house with three rooms d<xmstairs. There were no rugs on 
the floor and the furniture was old and battered* This was ex­
plained as being the result of having moved to California and back. 
The upright piano was of the style and sise favored by the first 
families at the turn of the century* Uhother tha house was owned 
by this family or rented was not learned. The lawn In front of 
the house was nicely kept with flower beds. This family, too# vets 
at ease with the Interviewer.
*’outh of Soeley Lake townsite and near the 'lower'* saw mill 
was a community where workers lived on county road Bo, 69 and was 
about a mile off the main highway into Seeley Lake. The driver of 
the school bus lived here as did the students who were the first 
to board the school bus in the morning and the last to leave it 
at night* Within this community there seemed to ta no difference 
in the socio-economic status of the families and yet there was 
considerable difforenco in the type and condition of the homes.
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In tb# central coammlty these families were middle elaee famille#.
In A typical "company houee, ' red clapLoarded a W  square, 
lived fsmklly Bo* S 4. The met her was a teacher In the Seeley Lake 
Elemcmtory School. The lather worked In the 'lower"* mill. This 
house provided the hare necessities and not much more. The floor 
of the one main room was covered with linoleum. There was a table 
of the type used In kitchens about 1900. Two straight hack chairs 
and an electric refrigerator completed the furniture in this room, 
from this room doors opened Into three lean-to bedrooms. The two 
daughters who were students at Missoula County High fchool and the 
father were shy and were not at ease with the Interviewer.
Later, when the «sc^hor was Interviewed, the fee ling was more 
informal. This swther met people easily and was ready to talk about 
the school situation. As will be shown later In the study, this 
mother was active In helping the young people socially. The yard 
around this house was not kept up; due to the constant shade from 
the tall pines, no grass vas growing here.
In a trailer, with a bullt*on lean-to, lived lamlly No. ? 5.
The trailer was approximately 10 by 40 feet. The foundation had 
been ban3ted against the winter winds. At one end of the trailer 
was a dining area. The rest of the space seemed to be taken up by 
bunks. This was a large family, and they needed much sleeping 
space. In the lean-to was an old-fashioned wood-burning stove and 
a kitchen cabinet of the type sold by fears Hoatuck around 1910.
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A table, on vhlch vore palls of voter, stood near tha outsldo door. 
Uator had to he carried In, vaste voter out* Tha oldest hoy la 
the fasiily had flaishcd hi^b school although he had not ridden the 
Lue the full four year*. This point vlll ;e discussed later la 
the study. The youngest children in this family did not go to 
school In I960. The father, a mill worker, va* one of those vho 
vaa Instrumental In getting the school bus for foeley Lake la the 
first place. This family, even the little ones, mot people 
easily.
Another family, Ho« f 6, living in this small coesmmlty had 
a two»story white house of the design used in eaŝ 'tcrn cooiau^Utles 
in the ̂ nineties.** The entry to the houso va* through the kitchen 
in tdiich children were playing the day the writer called* The 
kitchen vas in a state of confusion. Half of an eight layer 
chocolate cake was on the ta! le. %ll-to*vall carpeting van on 
the living room floor* The furniture was in good condition. An 
electric Hammond spinet organ and a hl-fl eat were in the living 
room. This family o:med a parakeet, the only one t W  interviewer 
saw In Seeley Lake* The lawn was veil kept; a water sprinkler 
was working. There were flower beds in the laim. h white picket 
fonce surrounded the la\m* This family va* interested In the 
education of the children* These children mot thi interviewer 
easily. The tape recorder which was being used did not bother the 
youngsters In the fanlly, tut the mother reacted negatively to It.
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T W  fourth faall7 , Ko. ? 7, vho lived In the little community 
neer the lower" mill had a twsw white cottaj?e. The epplinnce* la 
the kitchen end of tha one lor.$ room were modem. Tha floor vas 
tiled. The furniture la the living room end vas modem. Thia mother 
was very shy and 111 at ease.
In a trailer, near Cray’s mill, eight miles north of Seeley 
Lake townsite, lived family tio. S 6. This trailer vas more ex­
pensive than the one south of Seeley Lalce and also more modern, 
having a TV aet* Tat, this family did not seem to W  as aa#er to 
ho a part of tha community effort as tha others, those living In 
tha trailer by tha mill, to secure a high school for feeley
Lake. The father and saocher both worked at Cray’s mill. The father 
one a qulat «ten, but the mother vos easy to talk with.
The families at the bottom of the continuum lived between 
Cray’s mill #md the feeley Lake townsite. Family No. R 9 lived In 
an old grade school house which had been converted into a residence. 
The partition between the school room» had been removed. At one 
and of the long room was a wood-burning cook stove and a table. 
Thera was no sign of a cupboard or dishes. There were no chairs 
in sight, either. At tha other and of the room were six double 
teds, all well made. The children were in "stairsteps," tha oldest 
being a girl about seventeen and tha youngest, a W : y four months 
old. Tha parents were not at home. The oldest dcm:;hter was a 
waitress. In 1960 the v»as working in a cafe in Seeley Lake area.
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but she was plaiming to move to San Diego as soon as snow came#
Family No, 8 10 lived in an old barn. The entrance was 
through a lean-to which could have been the grain bln when the place 
housed horses. Now it was the kitchen in which was a wood-burning 
stove of the tum-of-the-century vintage. The table in the entrance 
was covered with half-full jars of peanut butter, mustard, catsup 
bottle, and a smeary butter dish. Dirty dishes and dirty knives 
covered the table. Near the door, inside the main room, stood a 
round table on which was a chenille cover of the type which can be 
purchased at county fairs for a dollar, A kerosene-turning lamp 
stood in the middle of the table. Under the window, lay a woman 
on an army cot. She did not move during the interview. In the far 
part of the room was another cook stove on which stood an old 
fashioned clothes boiler. A clothesline, loaded with clothes, was 
stretched from one end of the room to the other. Under the clothes 
line were four full site beds, neatly made and covered with patch­
work quilts. There were three straight back chairs and a rocker 
near the table with the lamp. At this table three teenage children 
were playing canasta. The children appeared to be undernourished.
One of the girls had a rag tied around her throat. Her teeth needed 
dental work. During the interview it was learned that she belonged 
to family No, 8 9, that lived in the old school house, across the 
highway.
The only telephones to receive incoming calls were in the 
larger grocery store and in one of the bars; outgoing calls could
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also be siade from a booth along the highway*
Greenough is ahmost a ghost comounity about 2 miles off the 
main highway No. 20. The post office had been moved to a store on 
the main highway about four miles from the old Greenough commmity 
where the defunct general store was located, and where the one-room 
school house was still in use In I960. Many vacant houses stood 
near the school house. Two families in the Greenough area had 
students riding the school bus. These families are numbered G 11 
and G 12.
Near the school house family No. G 11 lived in a '’company" 
house. The family had a TV set and wall-to-wall carpeting. The 
furniture was in good condition. The part of the kitchen which 
was seen from the living room was modern with a large refrigerator 
and late model sink. There was a telephone. The mother was very 
hospitable and friendly. The father was a barlte-mlll worker. The 
barite-mill was near the tavern which is 33 miles from Missoula 
City limits.
Family No. G 12 lived behind this tavern. The interviewer 
did not get into the home because the mother was working in the flower 
beds in front of the tavern. The mother was dressed in a clean, 
almost new, housedress. There were palomino horses in the corral 
near the tavern. The mother appeared to be self-conscious about 
the tavern. She explained that she worked there only when her 
husband was away. Neighbors said that the husband worked at the 
barite-mill during the day and tended the bar at night.
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The comnunity of McNamara was 19 mi lea from the South Avenue 
building of the Mlaaoula County High School where the atudenta 
attended classes* The men in this community worked for the Montana 
Power Company and lived in houses owned by the company*
The McNamara families have the numbers M 13# M 14, and M 15* 
Family No* M 13 lived in the typical "company** house, close by the 
main highway, Montana No* 20* This was a brown clapboard house*
The interviewer was invited into the kitchen* The stove was a 
modern, white enamel, wood-burning stove* Cupboards were built-in, 
and there was a sine type sink* The floor was covered with worn 
linoleum* Beyond the kitchen, the living room floor was covered 
by a hand-braided rug* The furniture was in fair condition* A TV 
set was mentioned, but it was not seen by the interviewer* The 
kitchen table had signs of a coffee klatsch* The lawn near the 
house was not kept up* The yard was cluttered with toys and pieces 
of lumber* The father in this family was a logger for the Montana 
Power Company* The mother met people well*
Up the hill and out of sight of people on the road lived 
family No* M 14* This house was small* There was a radio but no 
TV set* The floor was covered with linoleum* The furniture was 
plain* In one comer of the living room stood a china closet, which 
reminded one of tha furniture prevalent during the early part of 
this century* The cupboard was full of pieces of china and glassware* 
A clock of that same period was on top of the china closet* These
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furnishings m y  have been Inherited. In one comer o£ the room ves 
a cot which was piled high with clean baby clothes which the mother 
had been folding* This house was one of the cleanest the inter* 
viewer was in* Outside the door was a hommnade bird*feeder. There 
were flowers planted outside the door* A fence enclosed the front 
yard*
A four-month old baby and a teenage boy appeared to be the 
only children in the family. This mother appeared too young to be 
the mother of a teenager* She was shy and very soft spoken* This 
father, too, was a logger.
Farther up the hill was a shack*like place* Here lived
family No* M 15. The father was retired* The two boys, who were
attending Missoula County High School, were the youngest members 
of a large family* The front porch was full of junk. Lines strung 
across the porch were covered with newspapers* The place did not 
look as though anyone lived there. Access was gained through the 
back entry way. Muddy boots and old coats were piled in the entry 
way. A very old, rusty, wood*burning cook stove with a box in 
the warming oven stood in one comer of the kitchen. Baby chicks 
were in the bom. A table work bench was under the west window, 
and on the north wall was a counter with a sink. On the counter 
were pails of water which, it was leamed, had been brought from 
the creek nearby. A cupboard had been erected above the counter*
The kitchen table was small, and there were two straight chairs *
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An old fashioned hand-operated washing machine stood in the middle 
of the floor. There were two wash-tubs with a hand wringer between 
them. The floor was covered by very worn linoleum. Beyond a 
curtained doorway was a bedroom. The bureau was littered with mai^ 
things. The little old woman made no apologies for the looks of the 
place; except to say that she had Just finished a two-weeks* 
washing. There were a chicken coop and yard and a cow b am not far 
from the house. There was no telephone in this house.
The families had different positions on the socio-economic 
continuum, but they impressed the writer with one common character­
istic. They all wanted a good education for their children except 
two families, Nos. S 9 and S 10 in Seeley Lake.
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHOOL BUS ROUTE
In conjunction with an examination of the physical, industrial, 
and socio-economic aspects of the Seeley Lake community, the 153.2 
miles travelled everyday by the students should be visualised. In 
this chapter the bus route, the road, the bus, and the busdriver 
will be discussed. The anxieties of the parents will be noted with 
regard to road conditions, hours of travel, and pertinent factors 
of hardship and deprivation.
Lowry Nelson has noted that parents fear the physical risks 
involved in the transportation of pupils. This was mentioned in 
Chapter I. Parents in Seeley Lake frequently expressed this fear.
From the discussion of the road and the route of the bus the 
reader will become aware that the trip from Seeley Lake to 
Missoula County High School was not just a long ride of 76.6 miles 
each way but a trip which presented numerous problems for the 
riders and the driver of the bus.
The Seeley Lake school bus route is reputed to be the 
longest school bus route in the United States. The people in 
Seeley Lake firmly believed that it was the longest route. With 
their strong desire for a high school at Seeley Lake existed an 
Intensive feeling that the distance was naich too long for children 
to ride every day.
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Whether the route wee the longest or not. It did present 
problems* The following description of the route which the school 
hue traveled every school day will try to show the features of the 
route which caused anxiety to parents* Worry and deep concern 
about the bus and the children on it is one of the facets of this 
study*
The contract to operate the school bus from Seeley Lake to 
Missoula County Bigh School went to the lowest bidder * Each bidder 
was required to have a license to drive a school bus and to be 
financially able to own his own bus* The people of Seeley Lake 
felt that they were fortunate to have Mr* MacCormlck as driver of 
the bus* They had full confidence in his ability as a driver and 
his trustworthiness as a person. During the five years he had been 
driving the bus previous to the time of this study, Mr* MacCormlck 
had purchased three buses; the last one had reclining seats, 
enabling the children to rest as much as possible while on the bus.
There were some contingencies of the route over which even 
an excellent driver with a bus in good condition would have no 
control* The weather could not be controlled* Winter came early 
in the Seeley Lake country* The snow-fall was heavier in the 
mountains than in the lower altitudes. The temperature fell lower 
and stayed down longer than in the lower valleys. There were 
mornings when the temperature went lower than 30 degrees below zero*
Parents complained that snow on the road to Cearwater Junction
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wher« th« bus entered # cross*state road vas not ploved out before 
the bus vent through in the s&omlng. The bus bucked drifts and 
could have been stuck in snowdrifts* There were no houses along 
most of this distance to offer shelter to the students if the bus 
should get stuck* Big logging trucks traveling at high speeds 
were another hazard of the road at other times* As the route is 
described the places which worried parents will be pointed out*
The distance from the comer where the first students 
boarded the bus in the morning to the Missoula County High School 
on South Avenue in Missoula measured 76*6 miles. Those students who 
boarded the bus first were the last ones off the bus at night* In 
1960 six students rode the entire distance each day*
The route which the bus traveled each school day is shown on 
Map No* I* The bus began its run at six o^clock in the morning 
when it picked up the first students near the garage which was in 
the little community near the "lower** mill south of Seeley Lake 
townsite. The bus traveled along county road No. 69 to the main 
highway which went into Seeley Lake* This was the two*lane» black* 
topped road built by the federal government * This two* lane hi^* 
way was county road No* 66. When the bus entered county road No.
66» it turned north and went through the Seeley Lake townsite to 
Gray's mill which was eight miles north of Seeley Lake post office* 
At Gray's mill two boys boarded the bus. The bus turned around 
here and started for Missoula.
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Between Grey* s mill and Seeley Lake post office two more students 
boarded the bus. The bus retraced its way to the point where It 
entered the two-lane highway and then on to Missoula. Within the 
next three miles two more girls boarded the bus.
The distance from Gray* s mill to Clearwater Junction was 
twenty*five miles. At Clearwater Junction the bus entered the 
cross*state highway No. 20. At Greenough several more students 
boarded the bus. Students boarded the bus frequently until the 
bus reached a point just east of Bonner, 7 miles out of Missoula.
At Bonner the bus entered federal highway No. 10, following 
this highway into Missoula. Three blocks after entering Missoula, 
the bus turned to the left, crossed a bridge and turned onto South 
Fifth Street East, going to Biggins Avenue. Between Eddy and 
Connell streets was the "old building** of the Missoula County High 
School.
Map No. XX shows the route through Missoula and shows the 
front entrances of the two high school buildings where the Seeley 
Lakers attend classes. The first students to board the bus in the 
morning have been on the bus for nearly two hours and thirty 
minutes when they departed from the bus at the South Avenue Missoula 
County High School.
The road was "blacktopped" all the way from Gray* s mill to 
the South Avenue Building of the Missoula County High School.
There were chuckholes in this surfacing at various times of the year.
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FigWM X
Promt vl#w of *^ld bulldlog** of Mlamoiila Comitp Bl# 
School on mi##in# Ainmumi in Nlcconlc# Monfcoc 1960
Proof vino
Plgnr# 2
of the South Arcnuc building of the Mieeoule 
County Rlgh School, 1960
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especially in the spring time when the frost went out of the ground* 
Heavy logging trucks, traveling at high speed, gave this road hard 
wear and contributed to the problems of the school bus driver and 
to the anxiety of the families* logs must be loaded with pre* 
cision, or the load will tip* As these huge trucks came careening 
down the road, no one could be certain that precise loading techniques 
were used, or that the load had not shifted* Frequently, along the 
side of the road, there was smite evidence that such techniques had 
not been used, that the load had not been securely chained, or 
that it had shifted when going around a sharp curve*
During the winters the roads were snowpacked* Newly fallen 
snow or rain caused these snowpacked areas to be slippery* Icy 
roads were a problem and a source of apprehension for parents, 
the driver and the students*
When the bus traveled at a moderately fast rate of speed, 
the route would be covered in about 2% hours* When the roads were 
icy, such speed could not be maintained with safety; yet the 
driver was expected to have students at Missoula County High School 
when school opened. Certain places in the road - places which, 
when icy, worried the parents « will be discussed later in this 
chapter *
When there was rain in the valleys, and with the temperatures 
being lower at higher altitudes, the rain turned to sleet* The 
Seeley Lake road became icy from these conditions*
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The road presented different problems In the evening from 
those In the morning; this was true for all seasons of the year.
Five miles south of the Seeley Lake post office, the road had 
been cut out of the hillside. Below the road was the river. The 
stwulders were narrow, and there were no railings to deter a slipping 
bus. The road had a down grade at this point, adding to the problems 
of the driver, and more so, when the road was slippery* Pictures 
3 and 4 show the steep embankment and the narrow shoulders, but 
the grade In the road is not evident in these pictures* This was 
one of the places parents mentioned as a source of worry when the 
roads were icy or snowpacked. There was a white cross at this 
point to show that at least one fatal accident had occurred here.
At the head of Salmon Lake the hillside by the road was 
barren. In wet weather rocks rolled from this hill onto the 
road. Covered with freshly fallen snow, these rocks were hard to 
see within the range of headlights, and the bus traveled In 
darkness, both morning and evening. A swiftly moving bus would 
have trouble stopping ^ e n  the roads were Icy or merely wet with 
rain. Picture Ho. 5 on page 39 shows the hill and the curve 
which goes to the left. The Informants In Seeley Lake indicated 
that many cars failed to negotiate this curve and slid Into the 
lake at this point. Mo shoulders existed at this point of the 
curve to help the driver, and there were no guard rails.
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Figure 3
View of the road to Seeley Lake. Steep embankment and narrow
shoulders, river below, 1960
Figure 4
Views on road No. 66 to Seeley Lake, Montana, 1960
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that broka the trell.^
TÎIO roW. prccoedlnij tbs rlear&mttir Junction»
strut died across the prairie. Snow drifted on the road. The boy* 
who vera lntorvl<r^ at lîcSanara mentioned this stretch as a part 
of the route which would worry them If thoy ever rode the bus over 
this road. They comoTxted that there wore no houses in thl* area 
to shalter students or anyone to offer help In case of need.
At Clean*ater Junction» the bus entered state hlglr«oy Ko#
20 which had ’̂ thraû jh*’ traffic during the night as well as tha day# 
The snowplows worked on this rood whenever there wea a storm 
because there were no 'hours'* for these stun^lor# creirs. This road 
become cnowpackad and ley* too, F.trsfsver» the road surface was not 
the ODly concern on this road, ^Ight end four*tentbs miles from 
Clearwater Junction oa the vey to Missoula there was a ' hlind^ 
rallrooil crossing. Trelna serviced the harit* %lll, a short 
distance from tha crossing.
In the evening» parant* worried about soma stretches of road 
which did not worry the® In tha morning. They worr I W  atout tinsse 
stretches In the sprlngtl^ rather than la the wfotortlme, F̂ lacteon
Atteispta have been made to reawdy the KÎtuetloa, 
mgrîoulian# m Missoula» Montana newspaper» reported cm January 11» 
l%bl, that tha school board eutial-er trosi feeley Lake hod proposed 
that tha School Board ask tha County COBamlssloner* to have the 
hour* for the removal ol snow from the roads In the i eclcy Laka 
area changed *o that tha road* would ha cleared for tha actiool hu*, 
Thla motion was mad* at tt«e taaotitig of the Mlsr.onla Cuunty High 
School Board of January 10» 1961.
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Figure 7
aighoay ho. 20 bordering on Blockfoot River# 1T4#
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ot aar  a nahlela hack onto tha road nhlch turnad a lig h tly  to  tha 
le ft#  Bayoad tha ontamohila tha raadar can aaa how narroa tha 
ahoaWer# warn# Thla area la  near McNamara# 19 milaa from Niaaonla 
Comty High Sebaol#
tha problcam «ara not maraly tha road# Other vahiclaa on 
tha highway praaaa tad problem#. Tha logging tnteka «ara mantioaad 
e a rlie r In  th la  ch i^ ar#  S e n l-tra ila ra  bacama a factor# Tha 
people o f IfcdUnara talked ahoot tha time a a a n i-tra ile r Jaekknifad 
aaroaa tha ley road and hald op tra ff ic  fo r aavaral honro# Thla
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happened during the early neraing hours; and, after It became 
evident that traffic uouXd not be moving both ways In time for the 
children to get such out of the school day, the bus turned around 
and took the children home*
When the people of feeley Lake area desired a school bus to 
take their children to the Missoula County High School, these 
problem# were not mentioned; but wb<m the people cared to have a 
high school in feeley Lake their apprehensions ato^ the road were 
discussed at length. The roads were not the only problems of 
the school bus route which needed consideration. The schedule 
maintained, despite the various hasards of the trip, seemed to every* 
one concerned an oppressive burden.
CïïATXES V
0? rCBOOL ItlDEfÆ
A «chool bus routs prsseots problsms. Especially usa this 
true of the Easley Lake school bus route, which required a loa& 
trip over sKwmtaiu roads» The bus carried the studeats during 
the aloe months of fall, winter end spring* Each season pres^itad 
its own problems#
rosularity ̂  the schedule* ho matter how trustworthy mtd 
reliable the driver of the school bus vas, there were tlmss when 
be vas late* Parocts mentlouad that usually the bus was oa time, 
however, the writer is aware of one morning whoa the bus was an 
hour late because the driver overslept*
Whenever the bus was late, it created a hardship for the 
riders, especially If the weather was cold or there was snow or 
rain* Both parents and students stated that It demanded courage 
and determination to stand by the road In the darlmess just before 
dawn. In the interns# cold, listening to the snap of twigs and 
then silence* The students said they feared to leave the road* 
side because the bus might be along any minute, and It would not 
wait if they were not there*
The mother of family Ko. S 3 expressed her apprehension
thus:
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way:
Sha atanda out there la the old cold and dark* 
nese end hlleeard; end aoaetlmee you see the 
hue pick her up# end ecmetlmee you don't. You 
don't know until it'# deylight# and you eee 
ehe'e gone. One vey or the other. And it'# 
happened both way#.
The C^her in iemlly No. $ Z explained hi# experience# this
Ye## he # fairly regular. Üeually. 1 have to 
take her down, especially in cold weather. e W  
we've waited all the way from fifteen miatAe# to 
half an hour for him. And by the aaxae token, 
we've ehaeed him all the way down to Clearwater 
Junction.
Peat on yhf bus. Another problem for the Seeley Lake bus 
rider# we# beating on the hue. American» are accustomed to riding 
in vehicle# which are heated. It va# reported by several of the 
Btudexit# that# many times# the heater# did not work or the beat 
va# not distributed evenly. Even %fhen the heaters did %#ork well# 
there would he a problem; for each time the door %fas opened to 
admit student## cold air rushed in# The temperatures in the 
Eeeley Lake area are helov aero most morning# during the winter 
months. Student# tried to provide warmth by taking quilts and 
blanket# to wrap themselves in.
Clothing. The type of clothing worn by the student# 
presented a prdblsm. The Beeley Lakers dressed %#armly for the 
ride into Kiseoula# and# smny times# there would be quite a 
difference between temperature# in Seeley Lake and Missoula. Some** 
times# in this region# tesaperatures rise rapidly with the sun.
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The L#k#r# left home before sunup* Seeley Lakere# coose*
quenbXy» found themselves dressed too werraly for Missoula
temperatures during the afternoon*
Skin color and facial characteristics are h i ^  visibility
factors in ethnicity* Clothes are high visibility factors of
ethnicity for high school students* The bus rider from Seeley Lake
would be dressed differently than the students living in Missoula*
The Seeley Laker wore heavier clothing during the winter months,
and he wore this heavy clothing longer Into the springtime than the
others* Seeley Lake remained cold longer than did the valley
communities; the mornings were still dark when the school bus
began its run into Hissouia* When a majority are wearing a fashion
or a material, to wear something else makes a person feel uncomfort«
able** Concern about appearances is very cossaon among adolescents,
especially g i r l s P e o p l e  cannot stand to be laughed at, and to
imagine that people are laughing at one may be as bad as the actual 
3laughter*
^Paul fi* Landis, focial Control (Chicago, Illinois: J* £•
Lippincott Company, 1956) p, 309*
^Mildred Thurow Tate and Oris Cllsson, family Clothing 
(h'ow York: John Wiley and Sons, 1961) p* 231*
^Landis, ̂ *  cit.* p* 314*
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Tba &lrl# in Seeley Lelce corapleioed tUuK Lbelr cut tea 
eklrte were ell winkled when they enrived et echuul# They would 
tend to veer woolen eklrte lauch longer then would the girl# in
Hleeonle* Girl# et üreenough end et Hcfiletaere did not feel that
their elothe# beteme too badly wrinkled during the ride to ecbool* 
Sow# parent# were more than a little coaoeraed with the 
ecbeol regulation regarding the clothe# worn to athool* father 
No# S Z had the iollowing to eay about thl# wetter;
Speekieg about the clothe# problem* I've 
had ouite an argument with the pro£e##or# in 
the echool* I realise they have a ptoblaa, too, 
but nonet be lee#, 1 Ceel that the## girl# ebould 
he allowed to wear jean# or paata, lo&g pant# 
of aome kind or aort for thl# cold hue ride, 
they argue that they certainly can, but they 
can't wear them in fschool. They either have to 
wear them on the bu# and change when they get
to achool or try to wear them imdemeath their
dreeeee or comething of that aort. And I've tried 
to point out that it i#a*t eatlefactory; that 
it'# almoet iu^eclble to do and keep their 
clothe# in any kind of ebape or anything oi that 
cart. They eeem to think I'm completely oil vny 
rocker on it. I've talked conelderably with Kir.
Berry, the Principal, a^aut it, and already I've 
taken up the argument with the new profeceor.
And I atill feel that during inclement weather 
the## girl# chould be allowed to wear longer 
pant# if they want to. It may be it isn't lady* 
like. • • If that bus should be stalled on the 
road down here, the only heat i# derived from the 
motor « they have a prohlm of keeping warm in the 
first place, and then if it should ever happen, 
they had to walk for help * I don't know bow in the 
world they can do it la dresses and shoes. . . Du# 
to our social attitudes today; it smke# a difference 
to a child, you know. They go wearing jeans and 
boy's overshoes; Kary Anna wears cowboy boots a 
lot if she can » aroumd the house and ranch, they're
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0ot <Hit of plaeo; lots of vocMm voor them « evoo 
%pell dreamed woman. Eut if alia wore to go to
mchool womrlng them, mbe wouldn*t be ellooed lo
the door in the flrmt place and would he irowocsd 
oo by everyone there.
One hoy who lived near Cr«y*« mill took ee "emergeeey b*:;* 
wblcb held extra mcervem, mftteam and heavy mocks. %lm family
etated that this bag was kept near the door and the hoy grabbed
it up wbea he rushed to catch the boa la the mortlns. All Peeley 
Lake ridera reported that they carried acarvea and mitt ana la their 
coat pocket#.
Sow the atudents appear la the clam# room is important to 
thoee of high achool age. During the winter of 1959*1960, skirt# 
and awoatera were the accepted style for female student#. Vhea warm 
weather came# cottons were worn by the girls. # M  the problem we# 
different• One girl said;
the time you do get to school your clothe# 
are all wrinkled. and you might just as veil not 
have ironed thorn or taken care of them because 
they're a isess.̂
One of the stafC mambera at the Missoula County High School 
commented on her reaction when she first watched the Seeley Lake 
achool he# unload:
X was appalled the first few times X watched 
those kid# get off the Seeley Wke bus. they 
looked like they bad slept in their clothes, 
they just drag.%
*Cirl in family Do. S 5# Interview notes 
School fturme# Interview notes.
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Th# &lrl# at HcKaiBara and at Graanougb did not report 
that tbay had this clothaa problem. They rode the boa about ma 
hour vhila the Gee ley Laker# had heea on the boa more than too 
hour# idieu they all arrived at the high achool* The hoy# from 
Seeley Lake more heavy overcoat# throughout the winter» hut the 
hoy# from McRamar# wore Just wind breaker# all year*
The concem about appearance and clothe# bothered the girl# 
from Seeley Lake more then did the hazard# of the road and the 
temperature on the hu#. Parent# tiere apprehencive about all the 
problem# which the achool hu# rider# met. Although the atudent# 
did arrive at achool physically on time» they were fatigued #%&d 
las# presentable sartorially than when they left home. Thl# certain* 
ly was another adversity that they em^ountered In acquiring an 
education * an education quite distant from their proper cultural 
environment.
CKi\Fril̂ , VI 
FAMII-Y STimZNT ADJÎlîmîEST
Thd student* vho rid* tbs school bus for two hour* and 
twenty nloutes twice each school day, sod their lamltlo* stake 
adjustmaots lo the pattorm of fsielly routine to compensate for 
the timto spent on the Lu*. These adjustments arc mode according 
to the length of the has ride and to the attitude the students end 
their families have toward the school bus. Those students living 
farthest from Missoula and whose parents %mre mo&t interested in 
having a high school in the coa&aunlty reported the largest amount 
of adjuring to the school bus situation.
To better understand the problems which wore met by the 
students vho rode over the long distance, the community of Teeley 
hake where the school bus route began and tbo route over which the 
achool bus traveled were doscribod in Chapters 11 and 111. Most 
school bus routes have Leon pliinued so tlict the pupils ride the 
school bus for a period not exceeding sixty uLnutcs. This mean* 
that the pupil# board the bus about seven*thirty In the morning, 
allowing mosabor* of the family sufficient time in the morning to 
do early chore* and then cat a hot breakfast together a* a family 
group. Ikwaver, to travel from Seeley Lake to Mlesoula County 
High School 76.6 mile* sway, student* must board the bus at six 
o*clock la the morning.
n
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MorninR Schedule. In the Interviewe with the driver of the 
Seeley Lake school bus, it was ascertained that the school bus left 
the garage, where it was stored in the little consminity south of 
Seeley Lake poet office on county road No, 69, five or ten minutes 
before six o*clock in the morning. Almost immediately students 
boarded the bus for the trip to Missoula County High School,
School commenced at 8:30 In the morning In Missoula County 
High School, When the bus maintained Its schedule between Seeley 
Lake and Missoula County High School In Missoula, it arrived at 
the high school at 8:20 A.M. The six students who boarded the bus 
at six o'clock in the morning had been on the bus two hours and 
twenty minutes when they finally stepped from the bus. These six 
students were the ones irho had the longest ride at night, for they
also were the last ones to leave the bus.
Rising Hour in the Morning, Although defined as a rural 
community, Seeley Lake had some characteristics that were more
urban than rural. One of these was the absence of farm animals to
be attended before one goes to school or to work. Therefore, the 
rising hour did not have to be as early as would have been 
necessary for the rural farm families* Three of the four families 
that lived near the "lower*’ mill reported that they felt the early 
hour of rising caused a hardship.
One of the manifest functions of the home culture of the 
American rural farm family is to provide a substantial and hot
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breakfast for the child before he departs for school.^ The farm
family breakfast is a family meal partaken after the morning 
chores have been done. In a study of a farm family in central New 
York by Howard W. Beers» it was noted» ” . . .  when the family is 
at home» each waits for the others to assemble before starting to 
Mt."*
In the Seeley Z«ake area the families have two characteristics 
of the urban culture * there are no chores to do before breakfast 
and the father works a shift on a job connected with the lumber 
industry. Only one of the families in the Seeley Lake area bad 
chores before the student boarded the bus. In that respect the 
families were more like urban families than the rural farm families. 
An urban family might not consider a hot breakfast essential to the 
welfare of the child. However» all the families in the Seeley 
Lake area had a feeling of guilt when they neglected to provide a 
hot breakfast for the school bus rider* This guilt feeling was 
present when the family did not share the meal with the student 
before he departed on the bus.
Adjusted Meal Hours. Family No. 8 4 arose an hour earlier
^Robert K. Merton» Social Theory and Social Structure 
(Glencoe» Illinois» The Free Press» 1961) Chapter I» pp. 19*84.
^Robert F. Winch and Robert McGinnis» Marriage and The 
Family (New York» Henry Holt and Company» 1953) p. 120.
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tban it felt would have been necessary because the father worked at 
the "lower" mill nearby* He did not start work until seven o'clock 
in the morning. The mother taught in the elementary school in 
Seeley Lake and was not needed on the job until eight o'clock.
These parents both said they felt that they made a sacrifice when 
they rose at five o'clock so that they could eat a hot breakfast 
with their daughters.
The student in family No. S 6 said that she arose alone 
or occasionally her mother breakfasted with her. The father and 
younger members of the family did not need to rise so early. The 
m&other in family No. S 6 said it was "upsetting^' to get up so 
early. Members in family No. S 7 said that they» too» began their 
day earlier than would have been necessary for the father to get to 
work at the mill.
Family No. S 5 was not upset about getting up at five in the 
morning because this family would have had to arise at this hour 
anyway. The menfolks in this family left for work at six o'clock. 
This family had its adjustment to make in the afternoon when the 
man came home at four o' clock, hungry» wanting their evening meal.
One of the latent aspects of the early rising in mornings was to 
unite the four families in the community by the "lower" mill in 
inaugurating action to secure a high school for the Seeley Lake 
area.
Both families that lived near Gray's mill» a little 
grouping of homes about eight miles north of Seeley Lake post office»
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and at the point where the school bus turned around to make the 
trip Into Missoula, said that they rose earlier than they would 
If they did not have to meet the demands of the school bus schedule. 
The bus left Cray*a mill about 6:15 A.M.
Family Mo. 5 1 reported that it did not try to have breakfast
together. The son in this family did chores. There were cattle 
and horses to be fed and watered before the boy could leave on the 
bus. The father owned the lurabenoill and had to be at the mill 
when the shifts changed. The daughter attended the grade school 
in Seeley Lake, and by the time she got up, her brother had been 
traveling to school for more than an hour.
Family Ho. S 8, which lived in the trailer near Cray* s 
mill, said they had to rise an hour earlier than they would have
done, otherwise. Both parents in family S 8 worked at the mill, and
neither one had to be on the Job before seven o*clock. Inasmuch as 
they considered it their duty to have breakfast together, they all 
rose early.
Between Gray*s mill and Seeley Lake post office lived two 
families of low economic status. When small children in these 
families were not awakened early, the houses did not need to be
heated as saich as they would have to be when the children were up 
playing. It actually cost these families money to have to get up 
early in this respect Just so that the older children could catch 
the bus; as many days the family would have stayed in bed to
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conserve heat.
Familles Nos. S 2 and 8 3 lived below Seeley Lake several 
miles # The father In family No. S 3 stated that he always got ttp 
before the other members of the family. He had quite a distance 
to go to work and consequently left the house before his daughter 
did. He stated that he got up early even when he was not working.
The dude ranch family (No. S 2) stated that they had to
rise early during their busy season, the hunting season in the
fall. However, they would have enjoyed the extra hour of sleep 
in the wintertime. This family did not have chores such as a 
farm family would have normally.
The woman attendant at the garage In Seeley Lake stated that
a boy had stayed with them the year before; she had to get up at
five o* clock to get his breakfast ; and she then drove him to the 
main road so that he could take the bus. After she returned home, 
she wakened hcnr husband and family and prepared their breakfast.
She felt that the hardship was too great to repeat with her own 
children fdien they would be riding the school bus.
These people felt that the adjustments In the manifest 
functions of rising and eating at undesirable hours did violate
their sense of social Justice and were a further reason for thelT 
efforts on behalf of a high school at Seeley lake.
Whereas the families in the Seeley Lake area felt that 
they were making a sacrifice for their children’s education by
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rising early in the morning, the Greenougb and McNamara families, 
vho lived much nearer to Missoula, felt they were not getting up 
any earlier than they had to in order to get the father in the 
family to his Job on time. For the families in Greenough and 
McNamara areas there was no adjustment to be made in this respect.
The breakfast hour was changed by each family to meet the 
problem of having the student ready for the bus when it came. Break* 
fast together was not as important to families in Seeley Lake as 
having the evening meal together* If some member of the family bad 
to eat supper alone or eat a warmed-over meal, he tended to feel de­
prived, and the others in the family synqpathized with him.
Supper Hour. Just as the early rising in the morning presented 
problems for the families in the Seeley Lake area, so did the late 
supper hour or lone eater present problems for these families. One 
family (No. 8 5) in particular, found it a real hardship to adjust 
its evening meal to satisfy all concerned. This family which had no 
problems meeting the early rising hour and having an early breaks 
fast, did have a problem in the evening. This family seemed to have 
the greatest adjustment to make of all the families. This family 
ate its midday meal at eleven o'clock A.M. When the men got off 
work at four o'clock they were hungry and would have liked to eat 
their supper shortly after arriving home. Yet this family felt that 
its supper hour, when the little children were still awake, was the 
best time for them to have an hour together. The daughter was one
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who got off the bus #t six o'clock In the evening, end when they de- 
leyed eupper until the daughter got home, the men bad endured a even 
hours between the noon meal and supper* The younger members of the 
family complained that they hardly saw the older sister, except at 
simper time* All members of the family thought that a cold or warmed* 
over meal eaten alone by the student was not fair; especially for a 
person who had a long day at school and* later, a long ride home.
The mill workers and their families did resent the fact that 
they were forced to defer their supper until after six o'clock, 
although they preferred;to eat at four or four*thirty*
However, this same resentment was not present in the families 
of the siill owner and the dude rancher. These two families, which 
were in the upper social stratum, had their evening meals later 
than the others. The sd.ll owner and his family waited until he came 
home, after seeing that the second shift at the mill was working well. 
This family reported that they enjoyed a leisurely dinner together.
The dude ranch family bad a late dinner hour, for many 
evenings there would be paying guests; and hunting parties returning 
late to the home ranch would delay the dinner hour. No one resented 
this delay, and the bus schedule did not affect this dinner hour.
Just as the breakfast hour was no problem for the families at 
Greenough and McNamara, so the evening steal was no problem, either. 
The fathers and students arrived home about the same time.
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Bedtime Hour# Just as the hour for rising In the morning 
needed to be adjusted to meet the demands of the school bus schedule, 
•o did the bedtime hour need to be adjusted. When the students got 
up at five o*clock to catch the bus at six, they reasoned that they 
should go to bed at an early hour, nine or ten o'clock. Some of 
the students claimed that they did not get to bed before midnight 
because they had so much school work to do. This complaint was not 
heard In the Greenough and McHamara areas. The mothers in these 
communities felt that their children got to bed at a more reasonable 
hour than did the students who lived in the city of Missoula. A 
later chapter will treat lack of sleep in discussing the health of 
the students. Rest on the bus was reported nearly impossible due to 
poor heating, noisy passengers, and dangerous roads.
Help Around the House. With the complaints about the early 
rising end the upset meal schedule came complaints that the students 
had little time to help around the house. This seemed to be a matter 
of personal inclination.
The fifteen year old boy who lived near Cray's mill (family 
No. S 1) had time to feed and water blooded horses and to check 
cattle before he boarded the bus, briefly after six in the morning.
He had chores to do at night when he got home. Two boys at McNamara 
(family No. M 15) had cows to milk, chickens to feed, and water for 
the house to carry from the creek before they sat down to supper.
The daughter In family No. G 12 had palomino horses to feed and water
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before she could eat her supper or help around the home. The boys 
and girls who lived nearer to Missoula lived in a more rural 
environment than those in Seeley Lake.
The mother in family No. C 11 at Greenough reported that she 
did all the work, even the personal washing for her daughter, so 
that the daughter could devote her time to study.
The parents at Seeley Lake felt that they had lost social 
control of their children who rode the bus.
Social Control. During the era when a mother and her daughter 
worked side by side in the kitchen and the father and his son put 
up hay or plowed fields together, the parents exerted a great deal 
of social control over the children and had much to do with the 
personality development of sons and daughters. In modern society 
there is little time for the parents to exert this control over teen­
agers, even when the youngsters wake up at nearly the same hour as 
the parents and are home from school when the father arrives from 
work.
Being members of a rural community and clinging to the 
traditions of the rural family solidarity, the Seeley Lake residents 
were keenly aware of the lack of time for commumicatlon and social 
control. Four of the parents in the Seeley Lake area commented 
that there was no time during the school year when the daughter and 
mother could sit down and ’Visit.” Three mothers mentioned this more 
than once.
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One mother (No. S 5) did not mention "visiting with her daughter," 
but she did remark that there were occasions when the girl had so 
much home study to do that there was no time for her to help with the 
supper dishes; she had to begin to study as soon as she had finished 
her supper. This family lived at the end of the school bus route, 
and the daughter was one of the last students to leave the bus in the 
evening, after six o'clock even when the bus was running on schedule.
Family No. S 1 made the evening meal a leisurely one. Every­
one had finished chores; the father had started the second shift 
working at the mill so that normally his day's work was done. This 
was the one time in the day when this family was all together for 
conversation and relaxation. When the son stayed in town over night, 
as he sometimes did, he was missed in the family circle. His sister 
commented that there was no time to have fun together as there had 
been when the boy was still in grade school In Seeley Lake; there 
was no time to play or ride horses together. This family gave the 
interviewer the impression that it was a closely knit family group.
This was true, perhaps, because socially it was an isolated family, 
being at the top of the social continuum.
In families where there were younger children, the youngsters 
expressed the feeling of loss of companionship and fun when the bus- 
riding students were away from home from six o'clock in the morning 
until six o'clock ^r after at night. Young children said they had
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to go to bed shortly after the older child got home, and these 
children would not be up In the morning when the student left for 
school*
The families were aware that the students* peer group 
everted more Influence than the family did. The parents resented 
this strong influence by the peer group.
Cqrounity Recreation* A rural community must create its own 
amusement vben there are no commercial attractions such as those 
offered in larger urban centers* In Seeley Lake there were no movies 
for people to attend* The "bars" offered dancing to the music of 
Juice bores# but teenagers were not allowed to dance there* So the 
entertainment for the teenagers had to be "home~made."
Few of the adults In Seeley Lake hod previously any opportunity 
to acquire recreational skills. They were not able to enjoy their 
own leisure adequately, nor were they able to contribute to family 
or group recreation* Therefore, the leadership for the community 
was found among the school teachers In the elementary school * One 
of these teachers was also the mother of students who rode the school 
bus to Missoula County High School, family No* S 4. She told about 
the parties that were held in the elementary school house all­
purpose room* These parties were for students only and were not 
public dances* All students who rode the bus Into Missoula and 
their chaperones were invited to these parties* The stwients in 
Seeley Lake and their parents identified themselves in sharing a
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feeling of togetherness. The mother in family No. S 4 had been 
responsible for the planning and chaperoning of these parties for 
a period of several years.
The dude ranch In this study (No. S 2) was the scene of many 
parties given In the pattern of rural America. The families of the 
community were Invited. The young people danced In the large dining 
room to local music; the younger children played games In one of 
the smaller rooms; and the adults visited In front of the large 
fireplace In the lobby. The ranch parents tried to provide fun for 
all their own children as well as for themselves at these parties.
The father at the ranch commented about the skl*tow he had 
Installed and the ski club he had organised to offer the children 
of the coanunlty opportunity for fun as well as exercise.
In areas similar to Seeley Lake, where the population Is 
scattered, there are no organised facilities such as parks and play­
grounds with recreational directors In charge of activities.
Students In these areas would have little money to spend on re­
creation even were it available. Yet, when people's recreational 
needs are met satisfactorily, the people are more content and many 
facets of their lives are improved.
Since the adults had not been properly trained in their own 
youth as leaders, the social life supplied by the community was not 
adequate to compensate for the frustrations experienced by the 
students who attended Missoula County High School. There was no 
chance for these students to attend any of the movies their urban
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classmate* talked about* Some of the teachers assigned a movie 
of a great epic as part of the work for a course* This was an 
added frustration*
CHAPTER VII
E3CTBACURRICU1AR ACTIVITIES
High School education la Just as necessary for the rural 
adolescent as for the urban young person. Youth must leam at 
school hoe to prepare for a Job and for family responsibility in 
the dynasilc culture of his time. Hsny rural youths will move to 
the urban center to earn a living. The rural adolescent, also, 
must acquire education in skills necessary for a satisfying life 
and for the perpetuation of American democratic society.
The boundaries of the attendance area should 
be drawn to fit into the natural social groupings 
of the rural population. The child should attend 
a high school where he feels at home. There 
should be no feeling of * country kids' and 'city 
kids.* 1
Ethnicity readily develops when part of each class rides a bus to 
school.
The urban child moves from grades into hi^ school naturally 
and with a minimum of anxiety. For the child who transfers from 
a small rural school to a large urban school the transition is 
not an easy one. The teachers in the rural school were familiar
^George A. Works and Simon 0. Lesser, Rural America Today. 
Its Schools and Community Life (Chicago, Illinois, University of 
Chicago press, 1942) p. 55.
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with the child and with hi# parent# and hi# hackground* The rural 
child 1# usually shy due to hi# lack of social contact with many 
and varying situation#. He find# It difficult to adjust to a 
different type of class situation. He 1# not familiar with the 
library and other facilities offered for his use. But all these 
adjustments must be made by any rural child when he lives within 
easy riding distance of the school. For the student who has ridden 
76.6 miles before he gets to school all these frustrations and 
anxieties are even store pronounced.
Besides the adjustment in rising, the bedtime and meal hours, 
there were adjustments made to the social situation. Although the 
family made Its greatest adjustment at its homeslte. It was 
affected by the adjustments the students had to make to the school 
situation; the family felt anxiety, too, for the student. What 
the student gained out of his school experience reflected the value 
of the effort made In getting a high school education.
At present the schools are given snsch more responsibility 
for transmitting the culture of the society to the young than 
when the country was typically rural. Much of the personality 
development of the youth lies within the schools today.
In a conscientious effort to meet the challenge of this 
responsibility which society has placed upon the school, the 
educational system has discarded the "little red school house" as 
much as possible. Good roads and motorised transportation make It
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po#$ible to develop o consolidated ocbool at a central point» In 
place of flMtny '*little red #ch4X>l houaca* to which the ptq>llo walked 
in day# gone by.
The Increasing number of pupils makes it possible to bave 
more teachers» each teaching the subject he has been trained to 
teach» instead of several subjects. The larger tax base from which 
to derive revenue enables the school board to add many features to 
the curriculum which the "little red school house" could not possibly 
offer» such as extracurricular activities and social functions.
By enlarging the sise of the student body» the range and 
variety of social contacts are greatly increased. Peer groups can 
be established according to age level» thereby giving better 
opportunities for leadership and self-expression for the pupils.
The larger teaching staff makes it possible to have personnel 
trained in the fields of music» drmas» and athletics.
The parents of the Seeley take bus riders admitted that all 
these advantages were present in the Missoula Cmmty high School• 
however» these parents felt that their children were denied the 
"social" advantages because the students could not attend any of 
the social functions held after school or in the evenings. T W  
girls felt like "outsiders’* because they could not participate in 
the social life of the school. The girls expressed the feeling 
that there was a "class distinction" between bus students and 
those living in Missoula. They resented this.
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Xhm dau£|it«r ta family No. S 6 atatad that aha had a friand
who cam# out to Eaalay Laka to aea her periodically, sba fait
that the dlatiBMsa was too great for the friend to drive out often 
and that aha would have a better chance to «take and keep frianda 
if ahe were living in town during the achool year. She aald that 
aha liked to make frienda and felt that ahe could not do thia very 
wall when ahe rode the hue. Thia girl waa planning to gat a part- 
time job la Hiaaoula ao that ahe could pay her eacpeoaea of at ay lag 
in town. She aald that ahe waa "determined"' to attend the Junior 
Prom, but could not do thia if ahe rode the bua.
The daughter on the dude ranch aald that aoma o£ the Klasoula
atudenta were "anippy, anooty one#." She alao aald;
You aort ot have a feeling that you're left 
out* You can't join anything. They (j»aulng the 
city atudwt^ talk about things and you don't 
know anything about it because they've gœte and 
you haven't / ^
The son in the family living by Cray's mill (Ko, S 1) aald:
1 never made any frienda until 1 stayed in 
town. Now, X have lots of friends. You can't 
make friends running for the bus
The children who lived in the converted achool house and 
the old barn (Nos. S 9 and S 10) said they bad trouble with making 
friendships, too. They expressed it. "New, they don't like us.
I and 2 family No. S 2 and boy in family No. Si,
Interview notes.
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Cowever» for the students living in Greenough and McNamara, 
the feeling about making frienda seemed to be a different story*
The son In family No. H 14 at HcHamara said that he had 'no trouble
making friends."
The mother in family No. K 13. also of KcNaamra. felt that 
her daughter made friends slowly because she vas quiet and shy. not 
because she lived In the country and rod# to school on the bus*
This mother felt that her daughter had sufficient entertaisuaent 
and recreation to offer the friends she did make In Missoula* In 
the country there were horses to ride, hikes, and fishing in the 
Black foot River just across the road from McKammra*
Furthermore, a mother at Greenough stated that both her 
girls had many friends in Missoula* fhe felt that making friends 
anywhere depended on the pe<^le involved. She stated timt her 
girls were accustomed to meeting pe^Ie because they did live at 
the rear of the tavern at Greenough• The other mother in Greenough 
stated that her daughter "doesn't care for those things they 
(meaning the urban pupils in Missoula County High School] talk about*' 
This may ba a way of rationalising that the bus riders are not 
accepted as a part of the Missoula County Eigh School's sub-culture* 
Several alumna# of the Missoula County High School confirmed 
the rural students' feelings of being left out. They stated that 
Missoula urbanites did consider those who rode the school buses as 
"farmers" and that they did look down on them. The bus riders were
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BOt accepted in many of the "loner circle# vltbln the echool 
COBMUOlty.
The hue etudente also bad little opportuolty to attend club 
meetings, as these were held alter school or la the early evening 
hours* The Seeley Lakers and those Cron Creeoough end McNamara 
would either he riding home or just finishing their evening meal 
at the time when the clubs were meeting*
Clubs in Kl^h School* Frienships are made In clubs and 
working together on projects after school In the smaller sub­
cultures of a larger school culture. The bus student has little 
chance to attend club meetings as these usually are held after 
school or in the early evening. ' An impatient bus'* • . . Is a 
hard tasksmster, the students felt.* Clubs, as extracurricular 
activities, as a part of the school liCe,are part of the training 
for future citizenship responsibility which the schools must give 
the students.
It was reported that In the **old*’ building of the Missoula 
County Nigh School, located on Higgins gvemie, there were some clubs 
which met during the noon hour. However, as these clubs appeared 
to be just another class, the students were not eager to Join.
They chose rather to leave the building to mingle with those who 
walked to a bmaburger stand a few blocks away.
A manifest function of the aiter^school or early evening
Op # c i t . .  p. 131.
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meet tag wee ta give the urt̂ aa ptqpll eomethlng to do. A latent 
function for the parents was a reason for the pupil to he away 
from home and out from %mder foot; for the Lus rider this was not 
a reason for Joining a club. They wanted some glamour attached 
to the maabersbip» such as the Pep Club supplied. The smW^rs of 
the Pep Club were active at athletic events. The daughter In 
family Ho. B 1 reported that she wanted to belong to the Pep Club. 
Powever# it was not feasible for her father to take her into town 
for the games which %fere held In the evening or on Saturday 
afternoon. He was an outfitter taking hunters Into the hack 
country; time, the weekend %me bis busy time of the week. The 
dining roots at the ranch was also so busy that the mother could 
not take time to drive her into town* The daughter felt that it 
was difficult to belong to a club and not attend its activities.
Che resented this kind of social activity.
The boy la family Ho. S 1 said that be could not Join a club 
because he rode the bus. Be liked to wrestle, and membership la 
the wrestling club required attendance of meet lags after school to 
practice. The toy's grandmother expressly moved into Missoula to 
provide a home for him so that he could attend the wrestling club 
ssoetlngs. For this boy, the problem of joining his favorite club 
was solved because his parents could afford to buy a house near 
the school and he bad a grandmother who could maintain a home there 
for him. The others who rode the bus from Seeley lake were not
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fto fortunate.
Even thft student vho rode a short distança on the hue had 
problem# In joining clubs. One mother (No. M 13, KcNemera) said 
that she was willing to drive her daughter Into Missoula for 
evening aieotlngs when the roads were In good condition, but she 
did not like to drive over Icy roads at night. This mother 
reported that her daughter had to drop out of Hot Ison Club because 
she had missed three meetings during the winter when road conditions 
had prevented driving to Missoula.
Mother No. C 11 at Creenough said that on some occasions 
the Oraenough girls telephoned that they bad had to stay after 
school for a special meeting of the Mom# Economics Club. The 
mother said that either she or the mother at the tavern vent Into 
town for the girls when this happened. These families at Creenou^ 
had telephones permitting the girls to teXcpbome home; furthermore, 
the distance of 33 miles was not too great for the parents to go 
in to pick up the girls. At feeley Lake, it will be recalled, the 
families had no teXepluxkes. Moreover, 76.6 or even 65 miles was 
too great a distance for parents to drive for their children.
f-chool Dances and rating. Just as the clubs held smetings 
after school or la the evening, so were the parties and dances 
held in the evening. Manifest functloas of the dances and parties 
are giving students a good time. The latent functions of the 
school dance or party are teaching the young pe<^le "the social
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msià Wiping them #v*lu&te the oppotUtt near la preparation 
for aaarchlag for a li£« mate.
k aub»cultura d«v«I<^a vhea part of t W  claaa maa&bar# attend 
a daaoo and part of them do not* Reaeatmeat toward the other 
group develop# a# the school hue riders feel themselves pushed 
out of the larger group. The girls at Seeley Lake felt that there 
was ao place for them la the group which discussed party clothes 
and who would date whom; particularly, as the time for the dance 
approached. Nor did they enjoy listening to the other girls 
giggle and laugh over happening# at the dance after it was ever.
In the ÀmericsA teenage suh^^culture, steady dating Is the 
rule. It Is hard for a girl or boy to have a "steady* when 63 
mile# separate them from their dates every weekend. There would be 
no time for OMSvies or Just 'cruising the dreg.*'
In respect to the social aspects, the rural student %#bo 
lives too far e w ^  to attend the school dances end parties is no 
better off than he was in the days of the "little red school bouse" 
when be met only those persons be had always known. This was the 
opinion expressed by both students and the parents in Seeley lake.
^thlctics. fevoral of the fathers in the fee ley take area 
comaentod on the fun their boys were missing because they could 
not be on school athletic teams. The athlete has status on the 
ceopus; tie is the boy who is popular with the girls and envied by 
the other boys. Teachers comment on the success of the teams and
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of imdivlduml player#. The hoy# #Ao were ooe ehle to "go out for" 
the teem# Celt left out* fome echool hue rider# reseated their 
categoric laehlllty to piny*
The hoy ia femlly No* S $ remarked that he felt that hi#
Celle# etudeeta mod teacher# treated him much hotter after he had 
Mft a Ce# hoalus natchet and hi# picture appeared la the "Mleeoullaa/ 
Hlaaoula*# daily nevftpaper* Thl# hoy had takaa lecaoae from an 
ea-boKor vho #a# at one of the local cafe# ia Seeley lake. The 
boy #a# not evoa oa a achool team, yet he felt that the teacher# 
and etudexit# aotieod him after he worn a feu match##.
The father ia family No. S 2 auteBed up the feeling# of all 
the parent# thus;
It eeem# to me that a hoy praeent# a little 
more of a problem ia high echool thaa a girl 
doe#. I doa*t koou why they ehould# but boy# 
have aluoy# beea held ia high echool by athletic 
actlvltle# • football, ha#kethall, and #o on. dad 
you take a big husky boy that enjoy# football and 
bask#*ball and sand him into Missoula on the bus 
mnA eay, *No, you caa*t take part, that*# all 
there 1# to it; you Just caa*t; you*re there 
strictly to study,* and he lose# half hi# interest 
right away. No see# felloe# im Missoula that he knows, 
playing and enjoying it and suddag the team, gettiag 
letter# and possibly honorary mention end he*# just 
amothmr guy that sits ia class. X know hoe I 
mould have felt about that. I took football, 
basketball and band ia high school, four year# 
for all three, and anyone mould have told me 
that I would have to elimlaata all three of them,
1 would have told them that I would éliminât# high 
school th#m, too. I know that Haryaana wanted to 
take part awfully bad ia the Pep Club and she 
tried Mrly in the fall, la fact, she made one 
football asm# a# a result of it.
A meaifest fuactiou of school sport# is to develop the 
physical side of the boys, also a sense of sportsmanship and team
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eplfit. Tor thô fp&ct#tor* there in school loyelty, Ooo of the 
letcztt Tunctioiis of school sports Is the âovolopœnt of a sonno 
Oi; Ci-vlc prldo oth3 the willingness to ho loyol to your coacRmlty, 
without eny actuel co^Tpenratloa than respect frera your peers and 
satisfaction of having done your hit to maTte the school or homo 
community a better place.
Pand and rranm. Doing in the hand or In plays also gives 
the student status. Although practlee time Is allotted during the 
scWol day, the hand performs at night or on f^aturday afternoons. 
Plays are given at night, too. As the daughter in family No. S 5 
said*
And then. If there %ms any occasion lor the 
hand to play, I wouldn*t be able to play, 
usually the hood plays on Friday night and if 
there was any e^tra practice X woulda*t te able 
to go. That makes it kind of hard on the band 
director.
The father in thlo same family saldt
Both foy son and daughter have always been 
band students all their lives, ever since they 
were old enough to be in band #md that was one 
of the biggest sacrifices, having to drop band.
Many families in the Seeley Lake area regretted that their
children did not Have a chance to have band and drama experience.
Again, the sianlfest function of band and drama clubs is giving
the studmnts something to do and enjoy, but the latent function is
preparing them to taka their places In adult circles with some means
of gaining satisfaction la contributing to the betterment of the
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cosmmityrn
n m  «tudttcittt rode the bus from 5eel«y üüce Into KUsoule 
to attend the Hiesoula County High School resented the fact that 
the opportualtie# of the coneoXidated aclml are fonaaXly within 
their grasp# but in reality they can not have the».
The question arose# **Why doo*t these students stay in Missoula 
overnight for occasions like the senior prom and other big events?**
We have nentloned that one student had a grandmother living in town 
with whom he stayed. Bowever# most of the students did not have 
relatives in Missoula with tdioei they could stay. Parents would 
object to their children lodging in motels or hotels.
Most events# interesting the students enough to remain in 
town# occur Friday nights or Saturday afternoons. There m s  no way 
for the students to reach Seeley Lake until the next Monday night 
unless the parents went into Missoula for them or their host took 
them home.
FaadLly Mo. S 6 made arrangements some times for the daughter 
to stay in town with friends# and the next day to transport her 
home. They reported that this was not done very often. They were 
aware they could not make a habit of this.
The families in the Seeley take area all reported that they 
worried if their students were not on the bus at night. Since 
there were no phones in the homes la Seeley Lake# there was no way 
for the student to let the family Imow that he was safe.
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Cy locr4Miftlns tb* nwAmr of otudonto pet school the rongo 
and variety o£ social contact# la Increaaed» providing the at Went a 
are oblo to take advantage of the situation and still meet the 
demand# of the over-Impatient hue.
ciiAma VIII 
TBE SCIIOCI SITUATION
Ti)e ccîiocl prepares tie ycutA cf tîze country for hio role 
i. t citizen, Tii« institution cf the !;on© hes pacee^ to the 
instltutlcn o£ the ccUot Î cf the responsibility for the
training of the chili vhîch the horn onco conslierei oas Its evle 
right. In t?ie hocie, eiult* help the chili ever hurJle« which he 
can net aaha hfaself. T!m teacher in the ecbocl le the aJult oho 
helps the chili over the bur lies he connect cial.'C hlctgelf t: ere,
C nccquently, t̂ ê relationship heti’cca the teacher ani the stuJont 
Is very 1 Important, tlio educational oorca tcni to incorporate tit# 
theory that the teacWr Is responsible for the situation enJ, else# 
that the pupil baa a right for e ttra help with his lessons when he 
does not unJerfotani tbcss rr h&c nlcsci classes eai has w<xh to sïa/e 
up.
For tlïia Gee ley Labe scbot I bus rl îcr to î-.ave the teacher give 
him e vtra help prescntci a problc*̂ , Vhca, as vec the care, ti e 
school bus left Icxneilately after tie lest class
the student ha 1 no time to request î.elp; be bai to be at the curb 
ready to Ward the bus vimn ît arrivai, Tie bus il i not wait for late 
cot^rs.
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Teacher Agsigtaoce» Th# gtudeot# reported that vhen the bell 
reng dlstalealns the Xe»t clees» the building eeomed to explode es 
the stud<mte rushed to their lockers end then to the buses vhlch 
were waiting for them. This situation was hard on the teachers» 
too» according to one of the boys (family Ha, 2 5). He was aware of 
the hardship on the teacher; his cocment %ms, ”Tho teacher may be 
l«rt with her last sentence half spoken.*’̂
Pome students were fortunate to have a etWy hall period 
during the same hour their teacher had a free period. In such cases 
arrangements could be made for estra assistance within the school 
day, All the fmllles at Seeley lake commented on the lack of extra 
help the teachers at the South Avenue Building of the Missoula County 
High School afforded the etudonts.
The time element was not Slulte the same at the Higgins Avenue 
Building of the Missoula County high School; the bus arrived there 
ten minutes after school was dismissed» having stopped at the South 
Avenue Building first. However» the pupil had one eye on the clock 
the entire time the teacher was making an explanation so that he 
did not get full benefit of the teacher's help.
The sK^her la family Ho, S 3 complained that even vhmi they 
had made appointments with the teacher and bad mode the trip Into 
town to keep the appointment» there were other pupils standing la
^Boy in family Ho, S 5» from Interview notes
I ’n© Malting for liclp, T e r o  vas ro llttlo tioa allotted to each 
pïjpll tîtat the Bcther felt t o trip hai beon a waste of t InA and 
effort* T.Û mother &all that the teacher va© very nice but that 
£îse couli Hivt put tiioee froa out if to\/n eîioaJ of t.bcso v.io livcl 
:în town aa flr&t come first corvei was the rule.
Cadet teachers pointed out opposite inadequacies* Soma of 
tha ctuJeota, vho did not have their lesions prepared, u©eJ distracting 
tactics to dirguise this fact, erpecîelîy vhen « caist teacher vas la 
charts. They know that the caicts could not leap tîie stu lents after 
school to complete the assignment, nor could the étaient a be îept 
after cchcol when thry rbrbohave la cl%&5.
TiO Kcgro In the South tcl-cc various ricks to oulli up priie 
and solidarity anong his people. Tiore tlths* Involve Ignoring caete 
etiquette, behaving impudently, end even cmînously tovarJ litee.
Tl-e whites pretend not to notice. Yet these rlcho increase t le 
prestige of the Kegro individual. Tie £c!>ooX ous riicr, llho the 
Kcgro behaves impudently and menacingly to build up prectlgo, the 
baa ri 1er urei distracting tactics to attract attention of classmates. 
Tie fichocl bua rider has lirlteJ mays of calling attention tc him­
self because he can not gain statue through the accepte! ways. Tie
^Cuanar llyrial, An A^orlcon Pilc'"r 3 (liev Vorl; : Cor per Brothers,
1 /h) pp. 7 7 1*7 7 2 .
Zl
latter Include perticlpetion In the band» the Pep Club, the drama 
club, and athletic#.
Eefererce Votk amd library Roobs. Reference work wa# another 
problem for the echool hue ridera. Among the Seeley take fatal lie# 
there wa« an apprehenaloo that too «any assignment# required reference#. 
The student a complained that they could not take library books out 
unies# their parent# came to the library and signed for the books.
The parent# conplalned that when they did make special trips Into 
Missoula to get book# from the library they found the books already 
checked out. The majority of parent# in the Seeley lake area 
complained about the difficulty of getting reference books.^
of the students, especially those living in the tfcBamara 
and Creenough areas, said they had their Missoula friend# get library 
books for them. One of the girls from Seeley lake (family Ho. S 3) 
reported that oo one occasion, instead of going to the track meet 
for which school had been dismissed that day, she went to the city 
library to get information for a paper she was writing.
Parent# and student# gave two reasons for low grades: de*
flelency In teacher assistance and lack of available reference material. 
The father in family Ho. S 2 said this about reference work:
Srhe writer tried to question librarian# about parents* 
needing to be present when school bu# student# checked out books. 
The librarian# were very vague in their replies. Either no bus 
student ever had tried to check out a book or the question# asked 
were so vague that no ground for communication was established.
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We had a number of problems on this reference 
business last year* On two or three things 
Meryanna did in Social Studies she was required 
to get help other than from the encyclopedia; 
which meant that she could get a book in the 
school library for one hour that she was there, 
or else she could check out a book from the 
County library. But a high school child can't check 
out books from the County library without her 
parents being present* So, If she got references 
from the County library we had to make a special 
trip to term, meet her at school, and hurry to the 
County library to be able to get the reference 
book and get It done before they closed* And then we'd 
have the late ride home. That Is the only way she 
can get her outside references. We noticed a very 
definite drop In Karyanna's grade In high school down 
there* She always had good grades In grade school.
She graduated salutatorlan in her class here In 
Seeley lake and was always at least a 6 student,
I would say. It crowds her to maintain a C average.
The mother In family Mo* S 3 said:
And usually she had reference work to look 
for. And you cannot find It up here and by the 
time you get to Missoula, they've (books) all 
been taken out by the kids down there and still 
you don't get 'em, so there you are.
Grades* Good grades were another of the problems which 
bothered students and parents* Everyone In the Seeley lake area 
complained about the difficulty of maintaining good grades*
Mother No. S 6 told about a girl, an A student In the school 
she attended before she moved to Seeley lake and began to ride the 
bus,
Tha girl came up here and started going to Missoula 
High and she got down to a C*
Mother No. 8 8 said:
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One boy was valedictorian up here and he 
couldn't cut the mustard down there.
Father No* S 2:
The children that ordinarily would maintain a 
C average, we'd say, can't possibly maintain 
this average and ride the bus. I'd say that any 
child is going to drop ten or fifteen points
average in his school work on this bus ride and
the people I know well enough to actually 
question what their child is doing have borne 
this out. So you find that a student who has 
a B or B minus average is having a C average 
and a C student is just on the border between 
passing and falling.
The parents in the McNamara and Greenough areas did not report 
this trouble with reference work and grades falling off. Both 
mothers at Greenough reported that their daughters were on the honor 
roll and that older children who had ridden the bus graduated with
honors. The mothers In McNamara area felt their children were doing
all right. One mother. No. M 15, said that one of her boys was 
repeating his grade, not because he had trouble getting help from 
his teachers or reference work but because he had been ill the 
previous year, and the family felt he should repeat the year.
The parents in the Seeley Lake area were afraid that their 
young people would not graduate from high school. They feared that 
the students would not be able to overcome the long bus ride and 
its effects well enough to keep up their grades.
Prop Outs. "Drop outs" are students who do not con^lete high 
school. These students are a problem in all schools, especially in 
the rural areas where students do not "see" the need for a high school
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education and where the parents ere not as eager to keep the teen** 
ager in school as is the case in the urban or rurhan areas*
Dropouts caused the parents in the Seeley Lake area much 
anxiety. The reasons for the dropouts seemed to be various, lîost 
frequently mentioned were the long hours on the school bus, the 
nantal and physical exhaustion, and the discouragement of low grades* 
Some attributed the dropouts among the boys to the fact that bus 
riders could not be on athletic teams and the boys were conscious 
of the prestige that goes with the sports. Girls cited inability 
to belong to clubs or go to the school dances as reasons for dropping 
out of school.
The mental and physical exhaustion will be discussed In the 
following chapter. Some of the aspects of the dropouts have been 
discussed In previous chapters but will be reviewed here.
The school bus left Seeley Lake area shortly afte% six o*clock 
In the morning. This meant that the students were rising at five 
o'clock or a little after that. Students did not like these early 
rising hours. They were riding the bus for more than two hours 
before they arrived at school. The ride home at night took another 
two, or two and one-half hours* There was little time to do anything 
but go to school and ride the bus. Winter came early in the Seeley 
Lake area; It was dark and cold In the morning when the student 
left home and It was dark and cold In the evening when he got home.
In some homes the evening meal had been served before he got home
Q5
and he ate a warmed-over meal alone*
The boys talked about things they could not do when they 
rode the bus# Down deep, they wanted to have a chance to be more 
than students; they wanted to be in athletics# They saw the 
teachers and the girls make a fuss over the members of the "teams#" 
They felt they had no status because they could not be on a team# 
The father in family No. S 6 said:
The boy is being cheated because he can*t 
belong to clubs and things# Our other boy 
never would have finished high school if he 
bad ridden the bus# Our boy won awards boxing 
and had 'write-ups^ in the paper# That made 
a difference with the teachers and the kids 
down there#
The son in family No# S 1 said:
I can't join any clubs when I ride the bus#
When X stay in town, I can go to the wrestling
club. 1 like to wrestle and do not like to 
miss any of the meetings#
The girls like to join clubs, too# The daughter in family
No# S 2 felt that she was missing something because she could not
join tha Pep Club* Her parents were too busy in the fall to take 
her to Missoula for the football games, and if she were to be a 
mendber of the Pep Club, she would be required to attend the games# 
She tried but had to give up#
Father No# S 2 said:
Kona of the girls who graduated have ridden 
the bus for the four years# They have gone two 
or three years before they had the bus and then
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they rode during their senior year* I actually 
looked that up myself and 1 know that is right*
X can give you complete figures on that for 
sure* Here is the record as I established it 
last year# I960* At present time ve have nine 
children who should be high school Freshmen.
Of these nine# sin were riding the bus at the 
time X checked it* Three have either dropped 
out of school or have moved to a better location 
for attending school* There were twelve children 
who should be Sophomores* Five of these were 
attending school by way of the bus* Last but 
not least# out of the eleven potential seniors# 
we didn't have a single child riding the bus*
When this father was asked why he felt that the nwnber of students
was so reduced he replied#
I'd say it was all because of the situation, 
of course# but it's a combination of the 
children that ordinarily would maintain a 
C average# we'd say# can't possibly maintain 
this average and ride the bus*
Mother Ho. S 4 said that not one of the first eighth grade 
graduation class# that of 1936# the year the bus was started for 
Seeley Lakers# graduated from high school*
Some of the children who had dropped out of Missoula County 
High School had been sent to another school or the family had moved 
away in order to be nearer a high school*
A latent function of the school is to keep the teen-ager out 
of the labor market or off the streets* The lun6er industry is a 
perilous one* The union has a minimum age of eighteen years for 
working in the saw mills* The risk is too high for the employer 
of a logging crew to hire boys under nineteen years* The school# 
also# keeps girls from marrying too early*
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Mother No# S 6 sold that they had eoaeldered sending their 
girl sway to board during her school years because they felt that 
she would do better In her studies If she were not riding the bus 
and that the drain on her strength would be diminished#
In family No. S 7 both the mother end daughter felt that 
dropouts were due to lack of interest and not being able to be In 
school activities# The mother expressed It this way :
1 think it's lack of Interest# They don't 
get Into anything in Missoula* They don't 
like being left out. They don't have the chance 
to go to the games and clubs and they sort of 
lose interest#
The daughter said;
You sort of have the feeling that you're left 
out. You can't join anything# They talk 
about things and you don't know anything about 
it because they have gone and you didn't#
Mother No# S 1 said that it cost more to send children away 
to "board" at school than some families could afford# This family 
was Biaintalnlng a home In Missoula for the grandmother so that the 
son could stay there when he needed to do reference work at the 
library or wanted to stay for games or club meetings* This mother 
told about another family which was maintaining two homes, one in 
Seeley lake and one in Missoula, because the daughter's doctor had 
forbidden her to ride the school bus# Mother No# S 1 commented on 
the children who siiss school due to illness# Such illnesses made 
an added load for the student as it was difficult to make up work 
which had been missed#
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All three teenage Informants In borne No. S 10 (old bam) 
admitted they had dropped out of school. When asked why they had 
dropped out, they replied, "It wasn't worth It." The boy said 
that It was too hard and that he got too tired. These teenagers 
had a hungry look as though they did not get enough to eat or, at 
least, not enough of the right kind of food. This was the home In 
which a woman lay perfectly still on an amy cot under the window 
the entire time the Interviewer was there. The girl said they got 
behind In their school work when they were absent and they mentioned 
that when the weather and roads were bad, the bus did not run so 
they would miss school. Althou^ It was August, one of these girls 
had a rag tied around her throat as though she had a sore throat. 
Another girl claimed she had gotten sick riding the bus. These 
teenagers said they did not make friends and they did not have any 
fun going to school. They were not sure they would attend school 
in Seeley Lake If there were a high school there later.
The woman at the garage said that the boy who boarded with 
her for one year had moved to another town rather than ride the bus 
a second year. Another woman in Seeley Lake said that she watched 
the girls get married so that they would not need to ride the 
school bus. In family No. 8 4 the girl wanted to get married and 
the mother said that she trould not consent until the girl promised 
to finish high school. This Is the one graduate the Interviewer
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beard about who had ridden the bus and finished, but the people 
In Seeley Lal^ said she had not ridden the bus the entire four 
years.
The woman In family Ho* S 5 spoke about the girls In family 
Ho. S 9. These girls were out of school when the mother was 111.
Then they would not go back to school. One of them went to San 
Diego to be a waitress. This same story was given by the girls them^ 
selves* The only reason they were In Seeley Lake during the summer 
was that they were homesick for the mountains, they said# As soon 
as one of them earned enough money as a waitress in one of the 
cafes, she would return to San Diego and send her sister money to 
join her.
Parents of Seeley Lake school children had eyed the opportuni­
ties offered by the Missoula County High School with envy and were 
determined to get these advantages for their children without having 
to board the children away from home* In 1956 they were successful 
in establishing a school bus route from Seeley Lake to Missoula 
County High School. By 1960, these same parents had learned that 
these opportunities had not been planned for the child who rides a 
school bus for more than four hours a day. They realised that 
distance and the limitations of endurance prevented the student 
from taking advantage of the opportunities of the consolidated echool, 
the well stocked library, the well trained band director, the capable 
coaches, the organized clubs, and the social events.
CHAPTER IX
HEALTH AND DISPOSITION OF THE STUDENTS
Much of the problem of grades and dropouts for the Seeley 
Lake people stemmed from the health and disposition of the pupils. 
The weariness of the long haul affected both the health and dis­
position of the pupils. The families worried about the health of 
the students and the families were the ones who suffered from the 
cross disposition of the pupils.
Weariness. Every family complained about the pupils getting 
tired and the pupils themselves commented on how tired they felt. 
The parents and the other children in the family complained about 
how cross the pupils who rode the school bus were.
Mother No. S 4 said;
You can see it {the weariness) building up and 
by Christisas time they*re well ready for a 
vacation. And they sleep a lot. They don*t do 
much homework, my girls especially. I know 
they don*t do as much homework as they should 
but they need their sleep because they*11 just 
be sick if they don*t. They have to be in bed 
by nine, ten o'clock at the latest.
The daughter in family No. 8 5 said;
If a person don't get a little bit of rest, 
you just wear down, having to stay up doing your 
studies; you got to get it done; you have to 
stay up doing it. It kinda wears on your sleep.
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Another phase of this tiredness was expressed by the son In 
this same family;
It was sort of taxing physically and took a 
lot of time, four hours a day on the bus, but I enjoyed it.
Father No. S 2 said;
By the end of the week, by Saturday morning, 
she'll sleep until ten or eleven o'clock and 
again on Sunday morning. We try to let her catch 
up for by the end of the week you can see that she 
is progressively worse. They're actually mentally 
tired and they don't get physical exercise. I 
mean they're Just worn out from lack of sleep, book 
work and so on and so forth. But their physical 
exercise Is actually at a minimum. They ride from 
here to the bus; they ride the bus to school; they 
go to classes; they ride the bus home; walk around 
the house and that's their exercise for the day.
It wasn't unusual at all, especially in the Spring
and Fall, for Mary anna to catch a horse and ride
twelve hours on some Saturday or Sunday or just
run and play like a small child would do, just 
because she felt like It. Lack of physical exer­
cise Is all I can explain It. She just had 
physical energy stored up. And there Is no other 
way to get It. The children In Missoula can walk 
back and forth to school; going to dances and 
ball games or something like that and she's riding 
the bus. Maryanna gained pretty close to twenty- 
five pounds last winter. That's due to lack of 
exercise and she's lost twenty-three of It this 
summer because that was abnormal weight. It's hard 
to control because of their long hours. She eats 
breakfast at about a quarter to six In the morning 
so she eats a hearty breakfast. It's a long way 
to school. By lunch time It's nearly seven hours 
since she ate, so I suppose she eats a hearty 
lunch. By the same token it's seven o'clock before 
we have supper so she eats a big supper. She's 
actually hungry from time but hasn't exerted her­
self to use It up.
Parents in Seeley Lake felt that the frail child just could 
not stand the grind. Two women whose children were not yet riding
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the bus stated they were worried about the time their children will
be riding the bus* One mother* bookkeeper at the garage* said:
We are afraid that our boy who has a blood 
disease won't be able to cut the mustard. We 
moved from San Francisco to get away from city 
life* but maybe we moved too far.
Tha families who lived nearer the school than the Seeley 
Lakers did not feel that their children were under the same strain 
as the students from Seeley Lake. The students who lived at
McNamara rode 19 miles each way. One mother at McNamara* No, M 13,
said:
If she were living in Missoula she would 
be going to movies and she would be more tired
than she is* I think her health is much better
than it's ever been.
The son in family No. M 14 said:
1 don't get tired riding the bus* but the 
kids who ride clear to the end of the route 
get tired. I Just ride from Missoula out 
here.
To a question about his health* he replied:
"1 haven't hardly missed any days."
Another boy at McNamara said:
I can't rest on the bus. There is too much 
noise. The bus is about full when it gets here.
1 guess those kids can't rest* either. They 
get pretty tired. Their school work is not 
satisfactory* either. They get tired out.
They ain't absent much.
The mothers at Greenough (33 miles from school) felt that 
their daughters were as healthy as they would be if they did not
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rldft the bus* They caught the epidemics which went around but 
outside of that they were not ill.
Advantages and Disadvantages of a School Bus Route, The 
families in the Seeley Lake area whose youngsters rode 153 miles 
each school day felt that the disadvantages far outweighed the 
advantages of living on a school bus route. The families at 
Greenough and McNamara took the converse position. They felt dis­
advantages of living on the school bus route Increased proportionally 
to the distance a family lived from the school*
The long ride, the lack of exercise, the inability to parti­
cipate in the extracurricular activities of the school in Missoula, 
the low grades, and the anxieties about the road and the weather 
were all cited as disadvantages for the school bus riders and 
families in the Seeley Lake area* Since these same features were 
not such concrete problems to those who lived nearer to the school, 
they felt that living in a rural setting had many advantages.
All the parents felt sorry for the pupils who rode the school 
bus from Seeley Lake, Their effort to get a high school at Seeley 
Lake was testimony ttiat they were concerned, concerned enough to 
try something*
The mothers at both Greenough and McNamara felt that rural 
living had much to offer, A McNamara mother No, M 13, said:
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X f*#! that oziô o£ tbo âdvânt&ges ia living 
out hero lo that she can make friend# with 
those fihe really likes* They can come out 
here end ride horse# or take hike#, end they 
eren*t running the streets* The advantages are 
greater than the dlsadvaritages as far as her 
studying goes* X definitely do feel that.
There isn't the phone to call up and spend hours 
on and thing# like that, like there i# in town.
She admitted that her daugW:er would have been in more club# and
thing# of that sort If they lived in or nearer to town, but she
felt that when the girl was older, she could have bar own car and
drive into town for the meetings and other activities in the
school. This was not feasible for Seeley Lakers.
llother No. H 14 at McNamara said;
"There's lots for the boys to find to do, fish and hunt In 
the summer and on weekends." This mother did feel that the number 
of advantages which the school offered for those who could parti* 
eipate was "wonderful." She felt there were advantages to living 
in town, too*
Mother No. H 15 at McNamara believed that the rural life was 
"the life" for boys* She asked;
Have you noticed It ain't the kids in the 
country that get hurt in car accidents? And 
there ain't the drunken parties out here* We 
don't have no trouble with our boys* They are 
home every night » Not too long after supper 
they are in bed* We know where tliey are all the 
time*
At Greenough, which is 33 miles from the school, the students 
did not get too tired to enjoy the life they had* Mother No* G 11
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Mldt
Thl* tm m good place to live. Sure» the 
•now get# high as the fence In the winter » hut 
the aunmers make up for that. Hy daughter 
likes horses and she helps the men at the ranch 
with calving, she wants to be a veterinarian.
Ky husband likes to fish and pan for gold. I 
wouldn't like to have my girl running around 
town as the Missoula kids do. We know where 
our children go and who they are with. And we 
know everyone here.
Mother No. G 12 saldi
It's all advantages living out here. We know 
all our neighbors. The girls like horses and can 
help care for them. I can't think of one dis­
advantage.
School authorities agree that an hour on the school bus la 
not too long for a child to ride twice a day. This distance does 
not discourage his parents from taking him to school for special 
events.
This chapter has supported the theory that a child does not 
become too tired riding a school bus for sixty silnutes or less.
It has shown that students on relatively short bus rides do not 
get too tired physically or mentally to do their homework or to 
do their work In school; they can stay after school for club 
meetings and they can become a part of the school culture. Also»
they are not too exhausted to enj^ the advantages of rural living* 
This chapter has shown that the students from Seeley Lake 
did become too exhausted to take advantage of the consolidated 
school* The frustrations caused by not being able to become a part
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of the eub»eulture of the school were greet* Parents end students 
resented the ethnicity of being a **bus studentDuring the 
school year# Seeley Lake school bus riders were too weary to take 
advantage of rural life*
CHATTER X 
PUMMAKY AÏÎD CaWCLUflCeiS
Thtm ütudy %md#rt»kw wbea iRt#re#t la tba achool horn 
rout# froa E##l#y Laka» Mootaaa #a# arouMMi la tba Fall of 1959. 
QoaatlOM coaaaralas tha afljuatmaoca of atodanta and tbalr 
famlllae vara planaad# and a tapa->racotdair aa# takaa to Gaaloy 
Laka to intanriaa tba at Want# and famllia# cencatnad# Tba U^ar* 
vlaaax found tba famille# In tba Saalay laka area villing, mvma 
aoKlOtt#» to talk about tba ecbool bua route* tba adju#tm#mt# made 
by the atudcmta and tbalr familla#* and tba problaw arltlnj^ from 
tba long haul. An umaxyectad variable ma# praeaat In that tba 
problem# of tba ecbool bu# rout# mara being collectIvaly dl#cue#ad 
by Informant#. Apparently tba community* tmdar tba cpcmorsbip 
of tba Parwt taacbar Aceoclatloa* ma# aspiring for a blgb ecbool 
at tea lay Labe. Tba Fact-Finding Cocmlttaa of tba F.TJI. mae 
racoanandlng tbat etodent# of tba Graanougb area be transported 
by bus to Seeley Lake instead of Klesoula County High School.
Tba atudante a W  tbalr paretd# in Greenougb were Included 
In tble study due to tba proposed cbanga In school sites, wblcb 
they found distasteful.
McNamara, 19 miles from tba Missoula County Blgb School, 
was selected a# a comparative community. A girl and three boy# 
were attmdlng tba blgb school and riding tba bus from this community,
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th« Wee school hue route which wee eterted la 1^56
wee eoaeiJered by the reelUeate of tlie aree to he tl%e loogest school 
hue route In t W  Halted States# The problems were numeroue for the 
driver* tl^ f@Kalllee whose children rode the hue* end for tlie 
students themselves#
Tîie route* from the start log point et e little cocnunity south 
of Seeley Lehe townslte to <^ey*e mill* eiglit miles north of Seeley 
Zî ke townslte* end heck to Hlssoule County High School la IXlssouIe* 
Ikmtmie was 76.6 miles# Students hoarded the bus et tlui starting 
point and continued to Join the bus group until the bus arrived at 
Bonner* ISoatana* about eight miles outside of t W  city limits of 
Missoula# Greenough is 33 miles from Missoula and McB^mmra is 13 
miles from the school#
Seeley Lake is in an area of mountain forest cmmtry# Tlie town*s 
principal industries are logging* lusdber mills* and recreation# It is 
a small rural eosaamlty 65 miles from Missoula* which is t W  county 
seat end largest city in Missoula County# Its style of life is 
essentially rural like that of a **line ' village#
la order to give the youth of t W  rural area the education 
for adult living which jtwrican culture considers tuicessary* school 
districts have been abandoning the "little red school house" with a
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handfitlX oe pupil# mod on# t##ch«r for th# ccméolldotod #cbool, MlasouU 
Cotti^y Hl^b School 1# not actually # cwisolldated acbool# sine# tho
wa# orij^inally ##t on # county «id# haaia. Ftudaot# ##r# 
hoaed Into tfa# high achool from th# fir at. Saaley Lakara oar# taken 
into Hiaaoolo to high achool after th# paopl# in Saalay Lake found 
a driver who owned hi# hue* It waa after thia# too, that the people 
of Seeley Lake area elected a peraoo from the area to aerve on the 
achool hoard for the Kiaaoula Cowm^y High School. In 1956 the people 
of Seeley Lake felt that the educatioeel advantage# afforded hy Miaaoula 
County Sigh School far exceeded any disadvantage# of the long haul.
Bo waver, in the Seeley Lake area the atudante were away from 
home for twelve hour# each achool day. They were not able to parti*» 
cipata unencumbered in any of the extracurricular actlvitiea of the 
achool euch a# band, cluba, athletic#, or aoclal event#. Thaae atodenta 
bad to meet the demanda of a achool hue achedula. They lived too far 
from ecbool for the parent# to drive in and pick them vip after event#, 
am uaa poeaiblo for the parent# in the Greenough or McNamara district#, 
which were much cloaer to Miaaoula Coimty High School. Tha atudante 
from Seeley Lake complained that there waa no ground for communication 
with the atudante in Miaaoula. reeling# of etimiclty aroae becauae 
the development of aub-culturea within the achool culture ware in­
evitable. Reeeotmant waa engendered within the atudante and their 
porenta in tho Seeley Lake area.
The interaction with other atudante waa not aa extanalve aa
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mlghfc te There wet be etiaeill for Interectloe* Boye
**** eo cheece for thee to gelo etatue ee the yreetlge
weïit to the meWer# of the •̂ teeaee.” It he# been ebowm le the etwdy 
that the boy who woo award# and eome publicity» evea outside of 
ecbool» was ooticed hy the teacher# a# well a# the pupils# Girl# felt 
that they had no part te the school coeauelty since they tiers not able 
to attend dances» take part in plays» or participate ie social 
activities on the can^s#
Tha physical strain on the students who rode the 76«6 miles 
from Gee lay ILaka wss smre than some students could endure. Parents 
worried about the health of their children although it was stated 
that not many absences were due to ill health. Absences were due 
to the bus not completing the trip due to road or weather conditions.
Tha driver did have the confidence of both parents and pupils. 
Be was faithful and dependable. The community of Seeley lake felt 
very lucky to have such a driver.
The roads were a source of maalety to the parents. Winter came 
early to Seeley lake country. The roads were snow*packed early in 
the fall until late in the spring. The snowplows did not open the 
road until long after the bus had been over the road» actually 
breaking the trail, logging trucks were a menace on the slippery 
roads» also. Besides the snow end ice and logging trucks» there 
ware places in the road where a slipping bus could go off the road» 
either into the river or into galumn lake. There were curves %#hich 
were bard to negotiate In a snowstorm, pictures and asps have been
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Ccïrpl&laî:# viêre maJ# b/ parents tliôt there vas little thze 
irx the day for the bus rîicrs to assist with wtrk arounî the house,
13m.over» one youu^ster la tlic Seeley l&he area did have chores 
; aich fie eccoc^lished before he bcardoJ the Ltis In the wiornin̂ ; and 
alter he arrival ttore at nijiht,
X*iô K*>t..era In the Seeley Lake area did not led that their 
d2u&^ter& had tice to epend with thcaa eo that the dec Ire i
relationship hetteon mother end dau^nter would he establlrhad. Tie 
CA>t:cr:-* believed that they were losing the opportunity for portoa- 
ûllty lalluense and â -clal ooutrc.l of tnelr daughters, i&'thers 
reeentad Inorllneta Influence ot th.e peer group,
T/ji ycuocor children In t e Seeley La’.e fatdllcs Cv-v^la-aed 
e.'XT'Ut the little tl:̂ ® the^e Ludonts had to rpend with clien in play. 
Toe rtr^ll children vere not out of bed when the older onea left cn 
the :ms* Shottly after tho &tu:6nt& came bo:ce It ;'ao beitlme for 
the yrun^er cne»,
A rural community mu^t create Its entertolnuent. Lihe 
cjCi't rural c*‘'ras-înitiew» bceley X«xh'.a ir̂ too strcill f r a cx>vl© theater. 
Dancing in the ”w-ars’* is net perraitced for teeaa^erc, eo there Is 
no place Cvr the tceaagara to q o  to havo fun. Tie adults ‘.ad not 
mastered the art of organising lel&uro-tlme activities lor f ’.clr 
c: il iron. As a result special effort va» made to have parties for 
the teor>?7ger5, Th& rll^purpop# roorii in the elementary £ch-u*I 
used for parties wt̂ ich vero not open to the public but tere for
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publia only* Cmmm and dancing ta recard^playar «uslc wara ail 
tlkat cauld ba pranoted* Karrlad t manager # vara mat parait t ad to 
attend. Thara «ara timaa whan tba pupila from Graanaugb «ara 
invited ta attend. Ooa af tba bamea in tha area «aa tba ac^a far 
tba true rural party, «bara ail tba family waa invited and ail 
«ant. Tbera «ara dancing in tba big dining room and game# for tba 
younger childran In other room#, «hila tha oldttara contentedly 
eat in front of the Isaaenaa fireplace in tha large living room.
Tba tenet# of the United State# contain the belief that a 
pupil baa a right to have extra help from a teacher whan ba need# 
it. Miaaoula County High School baa batter trained teachers than 
is commonly tha case in tba *llttla rad achool bouaar* in addition, 
tha teacher# are required to stay after achool so that the pupil# 
can seek help. Tet, tba bua rider cannot stay after school for 
this aid. There is vary little or no time between tha dismissal 
of the last claa# and tba departure of the bus for tba student to 
do more than prepare to ride for more thw two hour# before 
getting home. It «a# too far for tba parent# of Seeley Lake to 
drive into town so that they could transport tba pupil home after 
consultation with tba teacher. This resulted in resentment by 
the parents.
Complaint# vara made about lack of time for reference work. 
R#ferenca skaterial# vara unavailable for tba student who rode the 
bus. It was hard to get all tba information needed during tha
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library period. Inforatonts #tated that rafarence 
booka C(hi14 oot be tek^ lume et elglA * Some e( tbe per eat# 
stated that a parent most be present to alga o%A books for bus 
riders.
The cadet •teachers commented on the lack of time betveen 
classes and bus departures, Students who rode the buses could 
not be kept after school as a me sus of disciplining them whan they 
were unruly or when they did not have their work dona.
Complaints about poor grades were made. The reasons given 
for this were weariness of the student# tha unavailability of 
referanca bo^ta# the lack of tine for teacher assistance# the 
insufficient time for home study. The pupils in Creenough and 
McKamara claimed that tbpy were on the honor roll nearly every 
semester as they were not so tired. They had s m ^ r  at five o*clock, 
permitting them a longer study time in the evening.
Dropouts worried the parents. Dropouts are more common among 
rural children than city children. Industry does not want the 
"dropout,** The immature laborer is a liability.
The health of tha pm^ils concerns the parents. To the 
question# "Do you keep your child home idien he gets feeling 
slightly under the weather or do you send him on the bus hoping he 
will get better# not worse# as the day progresses?**» the answer 
f̂ss# **They usually go."
There are some pupils in the eighth grade who had been told
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thftt their health nould not permit them to ride the hue. Their 
femllioe mill ho forced to maintain tvo home#, one for the father 
la Seeley hake where be had a good job and one for the mother 
and children in some town %diere there waa a high achool.
Parente mhoae childrma bed mot yet atarted to ride the boa 
mere diet reamed that their children mould not be able to take the 
hardahlp of riding the bum when It maa time for them to do ao.
Aa the year progrearned the children who rode the boa 
becamm croaa and hard to live with. Thia maa a complaint voiced 
by familiea la the Seeley take area. A "croaa" dlapoaitlon maa 
not one of the problème for parente of the Creenough and McBamara 
children.
The parente In the Seeley Lake area felt that their children 
gained no advantage# in living ao far from the high achool* In 
contraat, parent# in tbe Creenough and McRamara area# felt that 
there mere no diaadvantage# to living in the rural area.
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concuiszcti
Xn Aod th# #n#w#r# to tho ^uostliHio ookod
la tho first c h^or, touch vos loomod obout tho sdjustmonts which 
fomiiios and students mode to tho deosmds of tho school bus. In oil 
foimoss» it cannot ho sold that tho truest ion# wero onsvored dis­
passionately , The fact that tho community under study vas united 
under tho stress of intense desire for a high school in that com- 
ssmity meant that answers would ho slanted in favor of their 
objective.
Howevert tho writer feels that there are adjustments made by 
tbe student and family and a bus route of such long length does put 
an undue strain on a student. The adiMmtages of a consolidated 
school are nullified by the problems of the long haul.
There were many questions idilch this study has suggested for 
further consideration, Among these ares
1, Does the consolidated school really give the student all
the benefits claimed?
2, Does the percentage of "dropouts" increase In direct
ratio to the length of tbe school bus route?
3, Is there a basis for conqparison of grades of rural and
urban students?
4, Would the saom adjustments be made by families and students 
aa other long school bus routes?
5« Does the same cultural conflict - rural culture versus 
y^ba» culture * exist tdien the distance between homesite and school
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Is mx&ch shorter thsa the Lesley Lsks school bus route?
6» Is there the ssms fsellng of social distance hetueen 
hue rider# and other students When the school hos route is shorter?
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